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Oberst steps down
Administrators and faculty express mixed
reactions as VPAA assumes new position
by Courtney Crowley
Ha.Jfwruer

Bethany Oberst, vtce pn.>sident
of Academ tc Affatrs at JMU,
announced Monday she is stepping d o wn effective unmediately.
Oberst is assuming the position of
execu tive d irector
of JMU's international education
program, effective
immediately.
Oberst made the move five
days after former international
education director Kathleen
Arthur announced she wo uld
return to the classroom to teach
full hme in the school of art and

art history.
When asked why Oberst chose
to s tep down, Executive Vice
Prestdent Linwood Rose said she
is pursuing a "professional interest."
Oberst did not respond to Tilt
Breeu's repeated attempts to
reach her by telephone.
Director of med ia relations
Fred Hilton said, " It's not unusual for a high aqministrator who
has been in the same position for
a while to move onto something
else.
"lt's happened a number of
times."
Hilton said Oberst wlll continue to receive her salary of
$102,250 through the end of the
fiscal year in June, but he was

uncertain whether Oberst had
received the 4 percent pay
increase on Dec 1, which would
have brought Oberst's salary to
around 5106,000.
Before coming to JMU in 1991,
Oberst was a professor of French
and the department chair of
modem languages at Cleveland
State University and the dean of
the College of Arts and Letters at
Southwes t Missouri State
University.
There is now a vacancy in the
VPAA position, but Hilton said
the post has not been eliminated.
"Within the next couple of
days, an interim announcement
will be made [rega rd ing the

see OBERST page 2

Senior guard sparks JMU
to 73-65 win over RamS
Culicerto tallies 10 points in only 14 minutes of play
by C. Scott Grnham
spnrts ediwr
H(' sat on his team'!> bench for
all of 14 of JMU m('n's basketball
team's 40-minutc game agamst
Virginia Commonwealth Un tvt-rsity Wcdnc.•!>d.1y ilt the
Convocation Ccntt•r.
But wht•n his lt•.lrn nt'l'tk-d him
most- with 2:34 rcm.lining in
the game and his team clinging to
a nvo-poinl lead - JMU senior
guard Ryan Cuhccrtn was .1t his
bt..-st. lifhng the Dukes to .1 73·65
Colonial Athletic A~soci.lliun victory.
" Ryan played extremely well
there m the end," JMU men's basketball head coach ufty Oneself
said. "Ryan's a senior and he just
has a lot of mo>.y and &avvy whatever you want to call1t."
Whatever it is, it also helped the
1-1 in
Dukes improve to 7 4
the CAA - and gave Driesell a
win m his 1000th career game as
a Division I college basketball
coach.
"I'm just lucky the good Lord's
given me good health to stay

•

··.
l

Price tag for parking in a
handicapped space doubles
by John M. Taylor
stnior writer

-

Anyo~e

parked illegally in a handicapped space will now pay a
steeper fme of $100, effective Jan. 1. The JMU parking division has
also begun monitoring campus parking meters around the dock.
The parking department doubled the fine for parking in a handicapped space in an effort to make drivers comply with regulations.
"It was felt that the $50 fine was not effective, evidenced by
chronic disregard of the regulation," JMU Director of public safety '
Alan MacNutt said.
MacNutt described a variety of violations that continue despite
the previous penalties.
"One form is unauthorized people parking in the reserved spaces
without benefit 'of any decal, license plate, dash board permit or
hangtag," MacNutt said. "Another fonn involves unauthorized use
of a legitimate pennit, use of an expired permit, use of an altered
permit, use of a counterfeit pennit, use of a stolen_pennit or providing false information to obtain a permit."
The new fine is the same as at George Mason University, which
also charges $100 for parking illegally in a handicap zone.
"It's been $100 for at least five years, since we last raised the
fines," Mike Rey, GMU parking appeals coord inator, said "I've
heard that this is one of the more expensive ones in tenns of fines.
Northern Vargin.ia Community College has a worse parking fine of
$50, and that's for parking in a handicap zone."
Radford University and Mary Washington College have a $50
fine for the same offense.
The new fme will be the highest parking fme at JMU. The highest
was previously $50, which illegal handicapped parking shared with
parking in a fire lane and parking within 15 feet of a fire hydrant.
All other fines are $20
The JMU parking division, in a cooperative effort with the Health
Cen~er, has issued 131 temporary handicap per(llits this year.
Parking Manager Tara Armentrout said the permits are good only
in JMU parking lots.
MacNutt ~ id altering or faking those permits has been a recur
ring problem at JMU. Now, further action will be taken against VIolators.
"[There wliJ be a] $100 fine and, at the minimum, JUdicial referral
for students for the altering of a ~tale document anti provision of
false information," MacNutt s.11d. uFor non-stuaents, there's poss•-.
bility of a cnmmal citation"
The parking department has .1lso extended the hours of aU campus parking meters to 24 hours a day, sewn day:. a wc.-ck m order
to ensure short· tcrm parking is mt~intaincd around c.1mpus.
MacNutt said the current rult.>s are too often ignored, cau!>ing prob-

lems.
"[~e

extension will} provide controls that are now lacking and
of the temporary, or hmc-scnsitive, parking prt'\ t SIOns, MacNutt s.1id.
Armentrout said, "The extension of the meter hours is necessary
to allow additional short-term parking for faculty, staff, students
and visitors to our campus.'
Students expressed dtsmay over the extension of the hours monitored by the parking department
"That's insane," senior Kim Marsh said upon hearing the news.
"There are bigger things to worry about than giving tickets at three
in the morning."
The fine for parking overtime at a parking meter will stay at $20.
All par.,ing fines increase by $5 if not paid withm 10 days.
~pitc the extended hours and doubled fine for parking in
hand1cap_s.paces, th~ parking division isn't expecting additional revenue. Offic1als aren t sure what effect the new changes wiU have as
a deterrent
" It is all dependent on the level of continued violations,"
MacNutt said. "lf the increased fme is effective, revenues derived
from these cited violations may decline. Hopefully."
d.eal

KYLE BUSSirtmor phntoRroplltr

JMU senior guard Ryan CuJJcerto hits a thfee.txMnt shot OYer VCU's
Simon Moore • the lbwns' head coach Sonny Smith looks on (lower
see SPARKS PiJi,8 2-. ,._.). Culoerte eoDNd 10 palab Ia the Du•' 7~5 win over VCU.
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future of the VPAA position)," Rose said.

"To tlrf pn>ss alone, cltequert'tl as
it is tuitiJ abu~. tlrt world IS
imJrbtrd for all tire triumpiiS
tc•/ticiJ lrmJt bmr gamtd by
rcascm and humanity ouer trror

and oppression."
- Jamts Madison
Uf1/or
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TIU' BrtTU IS publiShed Monday
and Thur..day mommgs and
diStnbutl'<lthrou~hout )ilmes
Madason Uruversaty and the local
Harrisonburg commumty.
Com men~ and complamt. !>hould
be addrt.'SSt.'d to Kan.'fl Bogan, edi·
tor.

MalliCIIddl-.:
TI1t8rwu

and I are establiShing a basis for continut>d cooperation."
.
f
" lt is the desire of (JMU President Ronald
Carrier] and myself to study the academic organiArch Harris, a faculty senator and ~amnan.o
zation of the university, and this creates an opporthe Senate's Faculty Concerns Committee, satd,
tumty to now look at what the job [of VPAA]
''There are obvious improvements that can be ~e
should be."
in the upper administration, m part how they tnteract with the faculty
.
.
Rose said he and Carrier are "dnven by an interest to be able to move the decision-making proc::ess
" Hopefully this move will help the umverstty
move forward."
downward to deans and department heads.
"We are making a real effort to define the acaHarris said he is particularly pleased to be wo.rking directly with Rose, even 1.f only temporanly.
demic organization of the university for the future
within the context of de<entralizing the decision·
"There are some issues concemmg faculty members
about merit pay, the contract year we are currently
making process."
JMU is not yet actively seeking a replacement for
working under, the (University Curriculum
Oberst because " it is not appropriate to hire someCouncil) and the whole governance of the uruverone for the job before we define
sity.
.
thejob,"Rose said.
" II seems like Dr. Rose 1s
11
Carrier named Rose chief
very receptive to moving foroperating officer of JMU about
ward " he said ''He IS a very
capable man, and J certainly
one year ago, wruch put him in
charge of aU internal activities of
look forward to working with
t
the university, thus leavmg
Carrier free to focus on external QCU
Can ge pas 11 him." I' m optimistic that the
matters. While Rose will not
admuustration and faculty can
assume Oberst's duties, he will
'J.
get past the pot.nb of friction."
While former 01rector o f
oversee academic affairs until a
replacement for Oberst can be
Arch Harris international education Arthur
found.
foculty senntor reported to Obed
. rst, Obecrst ~ill
Rose said Oberst handled her _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _..;,.__ _ now report trect1y to amer
VPAA post successfully. "Her maJOr accomplish·
instead of Rose or the possible future VPAA.
menls tndude the merit pay process, the initiation
Carrier was unavailable for comment, but Hilton
explained Oberst will report to Carrier beca~se ''Dr.
of a serious effort of program review, the process of
Carrier is interested in intcmahonal education. It's
establishing performance expectations of the faculty
an external program dealing with p<'tcntial don<?rs
and staff, an emphasis put on advancing the use of
technology in education and the initial redefinition
and legislators."
of general education and the restructuring of the
Rose said, "Dr. Arthur was m the position halfcolleges within the divisions," he said.
time and Oberst will be in there full-time "
Rose said he hoped an emphasiS could be placed
Despite Oberst's achievements, some embrace
her resignation.
"on the significance and range of all the education
programs we offer.
Jim Leary, facu lty senator and chamnan of the
Senate's Academic Policy Committee, said,
"Oberst's reporting directly to the president
"Moving Bethany Oberst out of the position of
reflects this kind of commitment," he s.11d
VPAA is a long overdue and courageous first step
"Carrier is interested in establishing an external
by Dr. Carrier
advisory council which would have representatives
from the corporate sector and government to
"I think that it was in December of 1994 that I
enhance internships and our study abroad propersonally commurucated with him about this very
matter," Leary said " I am pleased to see that he
gram."

J'm Optimistic t/ult
the administration and
fi [ty
t
the pointS ofjriction.
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around this long,'' Driesell said
" l never really intended to ~

coaching this long."
For Culicerto, his two minutC:i
of fame began when he drove
past severaJ VCU defenders and
scooped a layup around VCU
junior forward Torrance Arch 11!
to give the Dukes a 63-60 lead
Less than a minute later
Culicerto penetrated through th~
Rams' lane again before pass1ng
to JMU junior forward Cnatncy
Howard, whose layup increased
the Dukes' lead to five With 1:25
to play.
" I figured I'm always going to
be in [the ga me) in the end for
foul shooting and stuff like that,
and when I got in there I just took
advantage of it," Culicerto said.
For the game, Culicerto finislx'd
with 10 points, three assists, two
steals and two rebounds. He also
connectecf on three of four freethrow attempts.
Culicerto wasn't the only Dukl!
who had a signifiCilllt tmpact on
JMU's f1rst conference victor).
Senior center Lamont BOOll'r
contributed a career- and teamhigh 20 points on 9-of-10 shooting in addition to seven
rebounds, before fouling out of
the game with 2:56 remaining
Fou rteen of Boozer's points
came in the first half; his playing
time was limited in the second
half because of foul trouble
'1 thought Lamont h.td a h<.>ck
of a game," Driesell sa1d. "He did
a good job defensively, too."
Once again, however, frcl'·
throw shooting didn' t help the
Dukes. Going into the game, lht.>
Dukes were shooting a horrid
58.2 percent from the line.
Agamst VCU, JMU m.1de ju~t 15
of 24 free throws- 62.5 percent.
'What did we shoot from the
line, 62 percent? That's not good,
but for us that's excellent,"
Driesell said.
JMU also once agam demon·
strated problems against a tone
defense. After JMU took a 12·10
first-half lead, the Rams swilt.:lu..J
from a man-to-man to a 2-3 wnl'
defense that helped them bu1kl a
33-30 halftime lead.
ln fact, against VCU':; zone the
Dukes shot just 16.7 percent (4-<lf·
24) from behind the thrcc·p<lint
line.
VCU senior guard Patrick U.'l.'
led the Rams wtth 26 point:.,
eight rebounds, three a~bts. IW(l
steals and two blocks.
ThE! Rams dropped to 5-6 over·
all, 1-1 in theCAA.
n ~b
f&
min m·a m·t CH • pr
3) 4-10 1·1 2-6 I 4
Howurd
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Police proceed with
homicide investigation
by Joelle Bartoe
!'enior wril£'7'
Three months after fnends found
Ann M. Olson and Keath O'Connell
with fatal gunshot wounds to their
heads, the Harrisonburg Pol ice
Department's investigation continues.
Lt. Dan Claytor of the } larrisonburg
Police Department saad search warrants were granted in Pennsylvania to
.search Olson's former boyfriend Brent
K. Simmons' Carlisle, Pa., residence,
his vehicle and his person . The court of
Pennsylvania sealed items seized in the

' search.
Simmons has not been arrested,
according to Claytor, but he has not
been eliminated as a su.spect.
"A great deal of our investigation is
focusing in that direction," Claytor

said, referring to the investigation of
Simmons.
Police have received some phone
calls responding to I larrisonburg
Police's requests for witnesses present
at Spanky's Delicatessen, the Water
Street parking deck or traveling along
North High Street between 1 and 3
a.m. Oct. 12, Claytor said.
"There have been calls that have
provtded addational leads for us to follow," he said.
Anyone who has any information
that may relate to the case is encouraged. to call Harrisonburg p o lice,
Claytor s&ud Often people are reluctant
to call because they don't know
whether thear information is useful or
not.
"We like to know the information
and decide ourselves whether it's
important or not," he said

Fiji's chapter liouse
goes substance-free
,.

by Becky Mulligan
st•nior wnter

ln what some say is a national trend, Phi Ganun<l Delta (.1lso known a~ Fiji)
wilt be the first JMU fratl:'mity to have a subst.lnce·frce char.tcr house.
"From what 1 underr,tand, there's a national mov.,ment toward thas," F1ji'~
local adviser jerry Weaver said, referring to the fraternity's international headquarters' new requirements. Any reorganized chapter {of Fijil or any new chapter is established as su~tance fret•," he s.1id.
Although the jMU fraternity received its charter in 1994, JMU chapter
President Matt Mertz said Fiji wa., reorganizt>d at the beginning of the £.111 1996
semester, and about 3() of its 45 memb<'rs ch()S(> to leave and attain graduate m<>m·
ber status. These members are still affiliated with the fraternity's heildquarters,
but not the undergraduatl:' chapter.
Fiji members struggled witli a number of issues s uch as financial problem~
that could have potentially closed the chilpter, but it was ne\'er shut down.
According to KP.ith I lenley., director of chapter service at the international
headquarters, about 12 to 15 of 130 Fiji chapters and colonies have substance-frt.>e
houses. Of the 62 fraternities nationwade, about 25 are memben- of Select 2000, a
vjsion for the future that includes subst.lnce-frce houses.
Kristin Radcliffe, assistant Greek coordinator, said, "It's a big national trend ...
Every group has pilot chapters doing it" She estimated at least 85 percent of fraternity headquarters or chapters arc experimenting with some form of substancefree houses
"The fraternity itself is not going substance free, but our chapter house is,"
Mertz said. '1t's a place to escape, to study, rather than someplace that people are
getting drunk and stuff. It's a place for talking and meetings.''
Although some members may not want to hve in the substance-free house,
"everyone seems to like the idea of having a nice place to go to," Mertz said .
Five or six members of Fiji will live rn the alcohol-, tobacco- and drug-free
house as soon as some members are released from the contract on their current
house. Twenty-four people live in this house now, which i.e; no longer a chapter
house and is therefore not substance-free.
The substance-free house, which will go into effect in fall 1997, may affect
membership if people think it means individual members cannot drink or smoke,
but Mertz quickly added this is not the case.
I
·
Weaver said, "'t's certainly an interesting concept for a fratemjty . It's going
to be a real challenge for the fratemity, but gives something extra for students. [It]
probably can enhance the academic side of the fraternity."
Radcliffe said she first heard about substance-free housing about three years
ago at a conference and thinks it's a great theoretical idea; however, she expressed
some reservations about the concept in reality.
"J think it may be solving the symptom and not attempt to fix the problem,"
Radcliffe said. "Members will still drink. It's not teaching about more educated
use of alcohol and risk management." She is concerned if alcohol education is no
longer necessary at the substance-free houses
"My concern is that national organization!' are creating a rule they can' t
enforce," she said . Radcliffe added o;hc thinks the new leader.;rup at Fiji has the
mindset to make this work, and hopes they'll succeed.
H

see F1JI page 9
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Summ~ Stw~\1 Abroa~

fair

Not sure what you want to do this summer?
Need to take classes, but don't want to stay at JMU?
Then ... GO ABROAD!
The JMU Office of International Education is offering students the
opportunity of studying on three different continents this summer!! l A
wide range of courses are available, depending on what program you are
interested in. To find out what is available for you, come to the Office
of International Education in Paul Street House or stop by the Summer
Study Abroad Fair next Wednesday. The application deadline for Surruner
'97 programs is February 1.
Don't miss your chance to GO ABROAD!!!!
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Hail to the Chief
Marching Royal Dukes to perform in Inaugural Parade
leges, this is the first time the
Marching Royal Dukes will perfo rm alone in a n inaugural
The Marching Royal Dukes parade.
will set President Bill Clinton
All of the nearly 400 students
marching to their tune on who marched m the band this fall
Inauguration Day when they per- have been invited to participate
form in the Inauguration Day in the parade, according to
parade following the swearing in Rooney.
ceremony on Jan. 20.
Several JMU band graduates
'1 think it's a once in a lifetime and former band members have
opportunity," said junior Carolyn also contacted Rooney about the
French, a me mber of the color opportunity to march. "This is
guard. The marching band, one of the most ou tstanding
known as "Virginia's Finest," is events the Marching Royal
o ne of only three bands from Dukes have ever had a chance to
Virginia selected to participate in perform in."
the parade. The Virginia Tech ·
Band members w ere notified
regime ntal Marching Band and of the invitation by mail over
the Eastern Fairfax High School winter break and will only have a
AH-Star Marching Band will also chance to meet four times before
march.
the parade.
The band will perform a colThis last-minute notice caused
lection of patriotic songs ti tled some minor problems, French
"America n Celebration," ar- said. "Some of the rehearsals conranged by Robert W. Smith, asso- flict with people's schedules, and
ciate professor of musk at JMU.
everyone already turned in their
The invitation, which arrived uniforms, instruments and equipin early December, came as a sur- ment. But everyone is rea lly
prise to J. Patrick Rooney, direc- excited."
tor of bands, because the marchAlthough he admits he is not
ing band usually stops perform- a fan of Clinton, senior trumpet
ing in the late fall.
player Jesse Narron said,
Although the band participat- ''Marching in the parade is going
ed in Ronald Reagan's inaugural to be pretty cool. It will be one
celebration in 1985, as part of a last hurrah, and a nice way to
coalition of bands from l,(XX) col- end my senior year."

by Laurie Butts

------~st~affLwn
~·~
tn_______

The parade will last about
three hours as the marching band
covers the mi1e-and~-half route
from the Capitol to the White
House, Rooney said.
Because Washington wall be
crowded on Inauguration Day,
the band is not scheduled to participate in any other activities,
Rooney said.
The 388-piece Marching Royal
Dukes are celebrating their 25th
anniversary this year. During this
time, the band has performed
National Football League halftime sho ws for the Washington
Redskins, Pittsburgh Sleelers and
Baltimore Colts.
Walt Disney Productions,
Columbia Pictures Publications
and Warner Brothers Publications have featUred the MRD's
In 1988 and 1991, the Bands of
A me r ica National C hampionships highlighted the MRD's
This fall, the Marching Royal
Dukes hosted the Parade of
Cha mpio ns, one of the largest
marching band competitions in
America In 1994, the Dukes
received their g reatest honor,
according to Rooney, when they
were awarded the Sudler Trophy
by the j ohn Philip Sousa
Foundation - the Heis man
Trophy of collegiate marching
bands.

KYLE 8 USS/uni11r plmtiiRfllflhtr

Freshmlln Meredith Walkley ls part of JMU's cotorguard which will
appe• wtth the Marching Royal Dukes In the Inaugural Parade.

Students earn money through onlJEWS lJOT£BOOK campus employment opportunities
Tutorial service Is now open on the
World Wide Web for students

by Thom.J.S Daly
- - - - - - contributing1.uriter

A new GRE tutorial service is now available to help out
college students. The service is free but will begin charging users $19 in a few months. Check o ut the servace on
the Web at http:/ / number2com .

More than 4,000 students every year earn money
through on-campus jobs while still maintaining a full
course load.
The Office of Student Employment, located in Warren
Hall, rm. 401, assists students who are looking for jobs
Last year about 4,400 students found employment
through the work study program or institutional employment, according to Eleanor Martin, director o f student
employment.
The work study program is based on need. Students
who want to apply for it must be eligible under the
requirements of financial aid Students must have a current Free Application for Federal Student Aid on file with
JMU and complete a Federal Work Study Program application to be considered. Applicants must also be degreeseeking undergraduate or graduate students.
There are 80 departments involved with the work
study program, employing 300-400 students each semester. The program offers jobs in all of the departments on
campus.
The institutional employment program also requires the
applicant be a degree-seeking undergraduate or graduate
student. 1hi.s program doesn' t base positions on financial
need.
Institutional employment is classified as any position
that is funded by the school. It is possible for a work study
student and an institutional employee to work at the same
job. The positions reserved for institutional employment
only are at the bookstore and in food services.
Both programs have starting wages of $4.75 an hour
with certain positions starting higher. The~ are three levels to the wage scale student employment currently uses.

JMU attractJoni, museums re-open to
the public for the spring semester
JMU has announced the hours for campus attractions

for the upcoming semester. The Arboretum is open daily
from dawn to dusk and is free.
The Mineralogy Museum, located on the second floor
of Miller Hall, is open daily. The museum features mineral
specimens from around the world and includes a special
collection of specimens from Virginia. For details, call
curator ~Keams at x6421.
The Communication Museum is located in Harrison
Hall, rm. A201, and is open weekdays, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. For
more information, call Berlin Zirk at x6061.
This semester, the Life Science Museum, located in
Warren House, is open weekdays from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. and
Saturdays from 9 a.m.-noon. Call x6378 or x6906 for more
information.
The Planetarium, in Miller Hall, is open for Thursday
p~ams at 7 and 8 p.m. For program information, caJI
JMU-srAR. All shows are free.
Send Newa NotMook ............. to Paula Flllkeleteln,
A..llt.nt ..... Edlter,
Antllony S111ar Hal, drop It alf lit 7Jte . , _ . ofllce,
or fax It to 58&8731.
lllfariMtlollll pilnt8d on • .,_. .-.... ......_

n.. .._,

Level o ne reqUJres mammal skills from the employee
and no spectal training. Pay starts at $4.75 and extends to
$6.50 per hour Food services are included in this level
along wath hbrary jobs and other performance tasks.
Level two includes duties requiring more sk11l and
experience as well as containing some su pervisOry responsibilities. Examples of jobs in this level are Help Desk
operators and Campus Cadet supervisors. The wages in
level two range from $5.70 to $7.60 an hour.
level three demands the employee possess advanced
training, exceptional skills and have supervisory skills.
These employees are often involved in large or complex
activities, including financial aid counselors o r research
assistants. Salaries on this level range from $7.65 to $11 an
hour.
Employees can work a maximum of 20 hours per week
and 300 hours per semester to be FICA tax exempt.
Studen~ may work up to 40 hours per week but s.1crifice
the exemption. The limits are set to adhere to federal
guidelines regarding student tax exemption.
"On average, s tudents work 11 lo 15 hours per week,"
Martin said."Any type of overtime is forbidden."
Overtime is anything over 40 hours a week. It is rare
for a student to exceed the limit. and if a violation occurs,
the department employing the s tudent must have an
explanation, according to Martin.
Heather Fox, a freshman employed at the Taylo r
Down Under Coffee Bar, does not mind working. "It's not
a lot o f hours, and they're between classes so it doesn't
affect my schoolwork."
Fox spends six hours a week a t the coffee bar on average, but occasionaJJy worked 12 hours during football

season.
see MONEY page 9
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Vvcomms Evmts at1t> Dtat>li~s

January 22
Study Abroad in Latin America
Infonnation Night
4:30- 6:00 p.m.
Taylor 304
February 1
Study Abroad applications DUE! ! ! !
Deadline for all JMU Summer '97,
Fall '97, and Spring '98 programs!

January 15
Summer Abroad Fair!
Noon to 3 p.m.
Highlands Room
January 17
NSEP application deadline
(a national study abroad scholarship)
January 20
Summer in Ghana Information Night
5:30-7:30
Taylor 304

AT

IITIB

If you would like to
write for the News
section of The Breeze,
call Stacey, Kristen or
Paula at x6699

For more information on study. work, or travel abroad. contact the Office of lntemauonal
Education, Paul Street House, 568-6419, inti ed @jmu edu. http://www.j mu edulinll-ed/

.Pe04e haw. and rrJ $50 Badz!
OPEN HOUSE
january 13-1 7

11111111111
B 72996425 8
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SINGERS

• Offer limited • Restrictions may apply •

Wo~ld

Olde Mill Village-----

I

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.

~--

(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)
I

COLDWCLL

BAN~eR~

432-9502

AMENITIES GALORE:
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heal pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Dead~h locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well hl parking lot and walkways.
• Conv~nient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Fullume management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable off campus bouslna can be.

weekly o ... biweekly lessons
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•

EARTH meeting. Taylor Hall, nn. 400,5 p.m.
• JMU Ski Club meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 404, 5 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Ntght Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m.

96849
H O'NOWUJ '

• MadiSOn Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m.
• Fellowship dinner and New Ufe Singers, Wesley
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.
• Romanian Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.. 309, 7 p.m.
Details: Elizabeth, 564-1373.
e "Secrets & Lies," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2.
e Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 8
p.m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746.
e Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, Miller Hall, rm.
101,8 p.m.

IFRIDAY

101

e

Baptist Student Union Friday Night Bible Study,
Baptist Student Center, 7 p.m.
e "The Rock.• sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., S2.
Movie Marathon, sponsored by Alpha 'Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Taylor Hall, rm. 402 and 405, 7 p.m.-midnight.

e

!SATURDAY

111

e Gospel Explosion IV inspirational ensemble, GraftmStovall Theatre, 1 p.m.

e

Billiards tournament, Taylor Down Under, Comer

Pocket Gameroom, 1 p.m., $2 entry fee. Oetai.1s: Lindy,

x7870 or Tres, x6020.
e Stratford Players auditions for "Little Shop of
Horrors," Music Building, rm. 871, 4-7 p.m. Prepare one
soog and a short monologue. Details: ]en, 434-8681.

e

"The Rock," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre1 7 and 9'.30 p.m.~ $2.

ISUNDAY
e

Sunday Celebration, spOnsored by Presbyterian
Campus Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m.
Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship,
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m.
"EqUinox," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7:30p.m., free.
e The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, rm. 217, 7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541.

e
e

e

Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker Hall,

rm. G-7, 8:30p.m. Details: Becky, 43J...2461 or Shannon,

x7236.
e Stratford Players auditions for ''Uttle Shop of
HorroiS," Music Building, nn. 871,9-.30-11:30 p.m. Prepare
one song and a short monologue. Details: Jen, 434-8681.

......
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Israeli gunman reenacts last week's
Hebron shooting that wounded five

Dangerous dolls lead manufacturer to ·
kick cabbage kids off store shelves

HEBRON,. West Bank - The Israeli soldier who shot
and wOunded five Palestinia.n.s in the West Bank town of
Hebron last week said Tuesday he opened fire to avenge
the death of a Jewish settler who massacred 29
Palestinians in 1994.
Pvt Noam Friedman, 22, reenacted the shooting early
Tuesday in army uniform, wearing a black skullcap of
observant Jews and eyeglasses.
During the reenactment that took place at 2 a.m.,
Friedman showed he made two attempts to fire on
Palestinians in Hebron's old marketplace. The first,
unsuccessful time, Friedman could not get his M-16 rifle

WASHINGTON - Mattei Inc. is withdrawing a
popular doU from store shelves and offering consumers
$40 refunds in response to about 100 reports of children
gethng hair and fingers caught in the doll's battery·
powered mouth.
Mattei said problems have occurred with only a
fraction of the 500,000 Cabbage Patch Kids Snacktime
.Kids dolls sold, and testing has failed to find any safety
hazard associated with the dolls.
HNonetheless, we remain deeply concerned with the
satisfaction of all our consumers and in maintaining their
longstanding confidence in the safety and value of our
toys," ]iU Barad, Mattei's chief operating officer, said
Monday.
The doll has .mechanical jaws that move when iUs fed
the plastic carrots ana french fries that come with it But
in some cases the doll clamped onto the fingers and hatr
of children and wouldn't let go.
The doll was introduced to the market m the faU, and
sales have been above average, Mattei spokesman Sean
fjtzgerald said.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission said it was
pleased with Mattei's voluntary withdrawal
'We~ that these incidents can be upsetting to
children and adults, and we are pleased with the actions
being taken by Mattel/' commission Chairwoman Ann
Brown said.
Matte! already has given1out "a minimal" number of
refunds, he said. "We have been honoring requests. At
this point we are just making it officia1," Fitzgerald saki.
The refund is only for Cabbage Patch Kids Snacktime
.Kids dolls, not for any other type of Cabbage Patch doll.
-AP/newsfinder newt service

to fire.
He then walked away and returned to fire the
automatic rifle at Palestinian shoppers and merchants.
before Israeli soldiers wrestled him to the grow\d.
"I put the rifle on automatic and pulled the trigger.
After that I ieinembet nothing," Friedman said.
HI d id it to avenge the death of Baruch Goldstein,
Nac::hshon Wachsman and Meir Kahane," Friedman said.
"I wanted to prove that Hebron is ours, always and
forever."
Goldstein was killed by a Palestinian mob after he shot
and ldlled 29 Palestinians in 1994 as they wors!i!J>J>oo. at
the Tomb of the Patriarchs, a Hebron shrine holy to both
Jews and Muslims.
Friedman was a classmate of Wachsman, an Israeli
soldier who wa$ kidnapped by Palestinian militants in
1994 and killed during an Israeli rescue attempt.
I<ahane, the founder of the anti-Arab Mach movement,
was assassinated in New York in 1990.
Friedman has a history of psychiatric problems.
- AP/newsfinder news service
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• News: Tau Kappa Epsilon to receive colony status
• Sports: A look at the Dukes ' free-throw shooting woes
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FLEXIBLE SHIFTS AVAILABLE

--'
ONE

Featuring...
Stone Willy's Pizza
Coso Ortega Mexican
Ml Gourmet Deli
Columbo Frozen Yogurt

HAVE FUN AND EARN MONEY

11:30 A . M. - 8 P.M.
MONDAY· THURSDAY
FRIDAY
11:30 A.M. • 2 P.M.

Located at Entrance 1, Gibbons Hall for Eat In or Carry Out
Market One accepts Dining Dollars, Dining Dollars GOLD, FUX and Cash
Sorry- No meal punches accepted

••••••••••••••

PC DUKES -

PHILLIPS HALL

taylor down UIJder
coffee bar
coffee ·- tea - fresh baked goods

come in for a jolt o' java!

SUNDAY, JANUARY 12 thru SATURDAY, JANUARY 18
I

l/14

1/ 13
TUrkey Rlee Soup
CQIIntry Frltll Steak
Counlry Cream Gravy
Grilled Chic~c:u willt Pita
Cheely MasiiC\I l'oulocs
MuicanCum
Groen Bans

Mmnctota Wikl Rice S~tup
Chicken Huaaeu
RRQ Beef' Saoof<kh
~lorcd Powoes
BrO«<ii Spears
BruiiCII Tun~aton

Bbdt Bean Chll1

pnh Rellc·uo

Unb Baked Chiden
ROUI Purk
Htfbcd RC\1 Poutocs
Cornbread Stumna
Bfl)CCOIISpcars
Sa.ucrltraut
Ste-C\1 Apples

Fr led Chicken
Beer Suopooff
EgNoocllcs
CanOl$
SpillKh

Bed .t. Vqttablc Sur Fry
Curus Oikten
Iticc
Peas
Cauhllo• 'Cr

Fresh Vcact~~lllc Pasta

Tea Mu t..asaana

Scrambled Ens
lliJhbrown PntalllCS, B:lcon
Panca\cs
Vqttable lkcl Soup
Oticken Bra~ Sturrcd wid!
Broccoli
Rice Prlaf. Peas .t. Omons
BaJels. Danish

O..tn~al,

Wed

Cream or Tomato Soup
Taco Salad
GrUicd OICCSC Sandv. ich
Rerrlcd 8ealll
CreatBtlns
Mtted VqtUbles

Vcaet~rian T~eo

SJIIII

Gibbons

Bar
&

Veactarian Eu Rolls

Thursd

1/ 15

Grill

1/18

1/ 17

Cream o( Mushr011111 Soup
Ph illy Cheese Ste,l
Sand••ldt
Otictcn ('heesc Stak
Sandv.ldt
Vqmrt~n l.uaJN
Curly Fr~. Pcu
Ratatouille

Ouckcn Noodle Soup
Pim
Tun~ HOOI!It Casstwlt
Omon Ru11s
Orten Beans
Caulillo•-rr au Grahn

Vcamblc Lo Mcln

Onli Con Corny

Mutnll rrlcd Rice

Scramblal Eus
Hashbm'l-nal Puuwcs
SaU~Jt Lmlts, Bleon
Ciruwnon Apples
rrcnch Toasc
Bci1 WI Warnes
Southwestern Rot&Uaie
Clnekm
Httb Mraed Squash

Cb~tken Tcnyui
Cheese Stulrc~ Shells
Sesame N4l0CIIcs
Broccoli Sur Fry
Cranberry Olucd Carrou

BBQ Rrbs
Fried Otldten
Baked BeaM
Soulhefn Orccn BeaM
Corn on the Cob

Ve&Ciart~n

Vcawblc Cbow Mcm

..:..----4(
HOT FOOD - FAST!

F'

1/ 16

-'Questions
-'Sign Ups

SrufraJ Pcppen

Cram or Rice
~nwnlltcd

Ew

lluhbrowned POQioes
Blcon, hncltes
FrcadJ o.eo. S.,
Chicketl Ft,jilat
Bmca-li, Miacd

VfiCII~

?Heal
P~
...
)~------'
C r d Se r
e
Q

Vj(

Warren Hall,

Flf1h Floor

S

The last day 10 change
meal pions for lhtt spring
SIMUflr Is
Friday. Jon 21

--·----~
"~-----------------------------

Fiji _ _.,;..____
continued from page 3

Henley agreed the international headquarters cannot monitor the substance-free
houses, but the fraternity is trying to teach
members responsibility.
Chapter Treasurer Geoff Mullin said Fiji
members reorganized because of financial
problems. To regain the charter, Fiji must
maintain a substance-free charter house.
''The good part is the house becomes
more presentable," Mullin said, adding
that members can still hold parties at other
locations. "'t's not the greatest thing in the
world, but it's not a death sentence. It's not
too bad."
Mertz said, "We're definitely all for
having a good time, but we're also aware
of the main reasoo we're at coUege, which
is academics. And creating a substance-free
chapter house will be conducive to scholarship and ultimately brotherhood."

~~~e~-5------~~
Sophomore Amy Hans, a musk library
asslstant, said, "Working gives you Jess
opportunity for procrastination. It teaches
more responsibiUty and better time management." Hans works 10 hours a week.
Student earnings through these programs are exempt from FICA taxes. The
exemption is only valid if an und~du
ate is taking a minimum of 12 aedits per
semester, A graduate students is carrying
nine, and the limit of 300 hours per semester is not exceeded.
Ustings of positions available to students are posted on the campus network
and can be accessed through Internet '95.
The VAX carries the information on newsreader (SNN). Positions are also posted oo
the student employment bulletin board
located on the fourth floor of Warren Hall.
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Jury to determine punitive damages
in Food Lion's lawsuit against ABC
AP/oewsflnder
news sen•iet
GREENSBORO, N.C.- A hidden cam·
era report on Food Lion sanitation was one
of the 12 highest rated shows on ABC's
"PrimeTime Live," an expert testified
Tuesday.
"The higher the rating, the higher the
rate, the more they can charge for commercials," said Earl Robert Lissit, a former television producer and associate professor of
broadcast journalism at Syracuse
University.
Ussit was called by Food Uon on the
second day of the punitive damage phase
of its lawsuit against ABC. A jury already
has ruled that ABC employees committed
fraud, trespass and breach of loyalty by
lying to get jobs so they could film in
stores with hidden cameras.
Food Lion attorneys later called john
Damico of Atlanta, an accountant who
analyzed ABC's finandal records.
Damico testified that the network spent
$109,000 In field expenses on the Food
Lion segment, and ABC's pretax profits
rose from $686 millioo in 1992 to $13 billion by 1995.
In a move that could cut ABC liability,
the judge said he was considering striking
some of the accountant's testimony
because he couldn't specifkally link the
broadcast to corporate ABC profits.
Damico testified briefly for the judge
that the calculated proftt from four differ·
ent broadcasts resulted in a range from
$111,456 to about $500.000 in profits. The
judge questioned the calculations, but

Start NOW to build and
strengthen your resume ! !

Damico said ABC did not give him aJJ the and $1.8 billion, &ut Food Uon hasn't spec·
information he needed and told him that it lfied a damage amount.
didn't keep separate profit and loss stateLissit testified that the fall rating periments on individual shows.
•
od, when the Food Lion segment was
Damico had testified earlier that he broadcast, was a critical time for television
believed ABC got at least Sl million in rev· networks because those ra tings helped
enues from the one broadcast, but he did- determine rates for the next year.
n' t have revenue figures for the network's
He said hidden camera broadcasts
eight television stations or the four follow· were w;ed 141 times between August 1989,
up shows on the Food Lion story.
when PrimeTime Live was launched, and
After Damico finis hed testifying the May1996.
judge sent the jury home
llssit said 80 of those were original
The jury last month awarded Food shows and the rest were updates or reruns.
Lion $1,402 10 actual, or compensatory,
" I believe that they're used to attract
damages. Now the focus of the trial has viewers to the broadcast," Ussit said.
shifted to damages Food Lion wants to
The professor's study of ratings, dispunish ABC for its actions. The Food Lion played on graphs and lists o n television
segment was broadcast Nov. 5, 1992.
monitors around the courtroom, also
Before the jury came into the courtroom s howed ABC increased hidden camera
for the morning session, ABC attorneys· reporting through 1993, at a time when rattried to persuade U.S. District Court Judge ings for the show also rose.
Carlton Tilley to limit dflmages.
"ln general, the ratings went up, and
Attorney Doug Curtis argued that they tend to cluster around the time hidABC's profits from the Food Uon story den camera segments were broadcast,':
were about $60,000. He said to allow the
Lissit said.
On cross-examination, Lissit said he
jury to hear about the corporatioo's profits
of more than $1 billion would be mislead- didn't know whether the rating for a single
ing because they had notrung to do with show affected the revenue for the broadthe broadcast.
cast
To collect punitive damages, Food Lion
ABC attorney BilJ Jeffress also pointed
must show ABC profited from the broad- out that some of the highly rated shows
cast and willfully ignored the law. ABC also include<l interviews with Michael
officials have testified they approved the Jackson, ska~ Tonya Harding and NBA
undercover operation, including conceal- star Magic Johnson. The Johnson interview
ing identities, but tried to stay within the
ran on the same show as the Food Lion
segment.
,
law.
But Lissit countered that on the Food
Tilley denied the motion. An ABC
lawyer has said it is expected Food Lion Lion show, the hidden camera report was
could seek damages between $38 million the lead-in, not the Johnson interview.

Let's Do It Again ...
Once More Around The Floor

JOIN THE JMU UPGRADE$
TELEFUND TEAM
• Public Relations and Marketing
Experience
• Good Pay
• Flexible Work SchedUle
Applications Available Now!!!
Hoffman Hall Room 8

Deadline for applying is Friday,
January 10, 1997.
Give JMU a boost while making
extra money for the semester!!
FOR MORE INFORMATION :
MARIFEJ. RAMOS
HOFFMAN HALL ROOM 8
568-3440
E-mail RAMOSlMJ

Textbooks & Course Materials
At The Philli s Center
'
CASH· CHEatS

. FI.EX
~
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Ask for a College Special
I

I'm Not Your Papa,
I'm the Four Star General

20" 4-Star General .
College Special_ $9.99
16" 4-Star Large
College Special ·$6.99
.

14" 4-Star Medium
College Special $5.00

12" Submarine Sandwiches
Ham & Cheese
, Italian
B.L.T.
Pizza Sub
Roast Beef & Cheese
Steak & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Classic Meatball
Western Meatball
Veggie Sub
Cheese Sub
All Subs Include:
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Cheese, Italian Dressing,
Mayonnaise, Mustard.

'FOUl
STU
PIZZA•

-

$5.19
I

.

CALL 433-3776
415 N MAIN .ST

HBG. VA.II801
HRS: 11 :OOA-2:00A SUN-THUR
11:00A-3:00A FRI-SAT

Mushrooms & Extra Cheese•••SO
Bacon & Extra Meat ••••••1.00

You could also enjoy
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings,
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner,
Chee·seStixx, Breadstixx,
and Salads.
--
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Police log _________________________
continued from page 3

Graffiti
• Unidentified indviduals allegedly used chalk to write on the wall
of the common area of White and Weaver halls at 11 a.m. Dec. 13.

Possession of Stolen PropertyfTrespass
• Non-student KeVIn W. Hoover, 19, of HarrisonbUrg, was arrested
and charged with possession of stolen property and trespassing for
tampering With stolen bicycles at Huffman Hall at 2:35p.m. Dec. 16.
Another subject was ISSUed a trespass notice.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified ind1v1duals allegedly stole a purple, 26-inch. 21·
speed Specialized Rockhopper Sport mountam b1ke and lock,
valued at $535, from the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity house at 3 p m
Dec. 4.
•
• Uni(Jentified Individuals allegedly stole bicycle ~rts, valued at
more than $800, from two bicycles in the basement 'ollkenberry Hall
between 9 p m Dec. 1 and 10:45 a.m Dec. 8.
Items stolen mclude a front bre and wheel, a set of silver Prof1le
handlebars, a Core headstem, yellow Quadra and Roc!< Shox shock
assembly, serial No. 8079255, and a set of Cannondale pedals
• Umden!lf1ed individuals allegedly ~tole a Kenwood KRC·601
stereo cassette receiver, valued at $250, and a Sony 10-dlsc CO
changer, valued at $350, from a car parked in Z·lot between 7 p.m.
Dec. 5 and 4:30pm. Dec 10.
• Unidemified individuals aHegedly stole a dark gray AST notebook
computer, valued at $1 ,500, from Miller Hall at 9:45 a.m. Dec. 12
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Dell Latitude XPIIapf:Op
computer, serial No 627HJ, MPAC No. 8336, and a Toshiba
410CDT laptop computer, serial No 12520538, MPAC No 8076,
from unlocked closets in reportedly locked offices 1n Godw1n Hall
between Nov 27 and Dec. 16
•
• Umdenlihed individuals allegedly stole a cellular phone and a
personalized physician's medical bag, valued at $600 total, from the
car of parents returning their student to school in front of Wampler
Hall between 2:30 and 3:45p.m Jan. 5.
The vehicle reportedly was left unsecured and unattended The
parents discovered the missing items upoo returning home.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole the battery from a

university grounds truck and replaced 11 with an old battery from an
unknown inc:tvirual's vehicle Dec. 5.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole the rear license plate of a
gray 1991 Honda parked on Greek Row at11 15 a.m. Dec. 13.
• Unidenbfted Individuals allegedly stole two tires. a handbar and
gear sh1fters. valued at $150 total, from a bicycle oo the commons at
1:52 p.m. Jan. 6.

Destruction of Public Property/ Trespass
• Unidentified lndrVIduals allegedly threw a ganon of latex pa1ntinto
the telecommunications circuit boards, serving sections C and D ol
the Kappa $9na mechanical equipment room at 2:10p.m. Dec. 6.
The pa1nt destroyed the boards, ehmrnated telephone service to
the Sigma Pi and Kappa Sigma fraternity houses, adversely affected
card -ccess to both houses and caused corrosion of the circu1t
boards
Damage to the mechanical equ1pment room in parts and labor is
estimated between $3,500 and $5,000.
A Judicial referral of trespass is also being made against those
responsible lor entering an area supposed to be oH lim1ts to
' students.

Destruction of Publ ic Property/Fire Alarm
Activation
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly threw a ball, which damaged a
pull station and activated a fire alarm, in the Sigma Pi fraternity
house at 2;22 a.m. Dec. 8
The Public Safely Office requested admtmstrative revtew and
restitution lor damages

Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly broke out the top glass of a
window mFrederiksoo Hall at 9:43 p.m Dec. 5
• Unidentified individuals allegedly discharged a dry chemical
extinguisher in Keezell Hall at10;53 am. Dec. 6.
The extinguisher was found discharged, hanging on the holder,
with the contents oo the floor and the pin missing.
• Unidenlifted Individuals allegedly broke a window in W~ne-Price
Hall by throWJI1g objects at the windows at 3:07 a.m. Dec. 8
Damage is estimated at $50.
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly tore the party room door oft rts
hinges in the Pi Kappa Phi fratemtty house at 12:39 p.m Dec. 13.

• Unidentified mdividuals allegedly broke a 15-by-20-inch
plexiglass wrndow tn Charder Hall a! 7:57 a m Dec. 16
• Unidentified indtviduals allegedly loosened the doorknob and the
deadbolt screw of a door 1n Baker Houseal 8 37 a.m Dec 16.
• Unidentified indiViduals allegedly cut and removed the screen of
a Window found open tn Weaver Hall at8·11 a.m. Dec. 24.
Everything was found 10 order in the room.

Destruction of Private Property
• Unidentified mdiv1duats allegedly threw eggs at about 10 vehicles
parked in X·lot at5:30 a.m. Dec. 8.
• Unidentffied IndiViduals allegedly broke off the driver·Side mrrror
and scratched a vehiCle parked in X-lot between 8 p.m. Dec. 6 and 6
p.m Oec. 8.
• Unidenm1ed individuals allegedy flail~ two tifes and cut the
rear plastic wllldow of a convert1ble top from a vehicle parked 1n F·
lot at 7:32p.m Deo. 14.

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A student was charged judiCially wrth underage consumpuon of
alcohol on Bluestone Drive near Converse Hall at 9:55 p.m. Dec. 6.
The subJect reportedly was served alcohol at the Sigma Nu
fraternity house whrle participating in a •pass-down· ntual as a new
member The Public Safety Office Is requesting admintstratiVe action
against the leadership of Sigma Nu

Brush Fire
• Heat from ground lights reportedly igmted leaves on the south
side of Wilson Hall Auclttorium at 5:40p.m Dec. 8.
A university employee reportedly put out the fire with an
extinguisher from O.hall.

Discharge of Fire Extinguisher
• Unidentified ind1v1duals allegedly expended a dry chem1cal
extinguisher in H1Rside Hall at 2:57 a m. Jan. 5.
·
An investigation continues.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly discharged a f1re extingUisher tn
the ki1cheo of Ben Hall at9:14 a.m. Jan. 6.
There was no damage.
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan 7 1
Number of paoong tickets issued between Dec. 3 and Jan. 7: 2,237

ATTENTION ALL
POOL PLAYERSII
A qualifying
round-robin
tournament for the
ACUI regionals will
be held this weekll
The .tournament
begins on Saturday
January I I , 1997
at 1 1:00 pm.
- - -- - -- -'"\ ALL contestants
catl Uncly at x7870
or Tres at x6020
MUST be present
for more
on Saturday to
Information, or
llf
stop by u.e eomer qua Y•
Pocket Gameroom $2.00 entry fee.
1
In Taylor Down
Under.
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ALL IN FAvOR?

A "spellcheck" dart to whomever is responsible for the "No Tresspassing" [sic] signs m the
Convocation Center parking lot.
Sent in by n profl!ssor wlto tlzil~ks ~n educational

mstitution should be able to get 1ts szgns spelled
correctly.

Pat•••
!O

A ''beyond-the-call-of-duty" pat campus
police officer Sid H~rtman for waking my

SGA's bell vote frivolous
e "S" in SGA stands for student.
Theoretically, the organization's actions
should reflect the needs and wishes of
JMU's student body. According to the SGA's
most recent actions, then, the majority of
students want the association to spend $7,500
on chimes for Wilson J:-lall's bell tower.
At the Dec. 3 meeting, SGA senators passed
I
a bill to allocate $7,500 from
the SGA interest on the
S
re~erve account. f~r th~se
chtmes. The adrnmtstrahon
will provide the remaining
funds for the project if
a l
approved.
Ironically, the vote came at
the same meeting during
~,
which two guest speakers
focused on ~tudent success at JMU
JMU and discussed ways to
improve student support
programs.
Sen. Ron Rose ar~ed against passing the
bill, saying the administration should pay the
entire cost. In the Dec. 5 issue of The 'Breeze, he
said, "I couldn't care less if there's a bell on
the Quad. Do students really want us
spending their fees on chimes? Why do we
want this?"
Good question.
Sen. Wrenn Cox answered that inquiry in
the same Breeze by saying, "It's a good thirlg

Ti

to have ... and they will last a long time."
Well, so does herpes, but that doesn't mean
it's desirable.
Instead of shelling out $7,500 for passersby
to hear bells tinkle on the Quad, the SGA
could have allocated money to numerous
campus organizations for activities that would
truly enrich students' educational experiences
1.. "'"t at JMU.
l
Not only did the SGA
vote to spend such a. large
amount of money wtthout
thoughtfully considering the
neecfs of students, but the
w
organization's method of
passing the bill is questionable.
I
According to SGA
President Dave Bak~r,
...,:J ,
whether the group met 1ts
quorum at the time the bill
was passed is debatable. It's
highly likely that not enough senators were
present to legally pass a bill when the
organization aec1ded to spend $7,500 of
student money on a set of bellS.
So how exactly will chimes on the Quad
enhance our education?
- - - - ---

"It htg
. hlY z·kezY trtu
not enough senators
were present to legally
pass b·zz hen the
orcranization decided
to spend $l SOO 0,{
s monP11 on a set
ofbells.

The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board which consists of the editor,
managing editor and the opinion editors.
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roommate and me on a rainy December
morning so we could move her car from the
flooding "gravel pit."

Sent in by two students who were startled to find
an officer pounding on their door at 4 a.m.

Dart••
A "you-were-closed-when-we-needed-youmost" dart to Mr. Chips for closing the entire
finals week.
Sent in by tltree freshmen without cars who tltink

cigarettes, soda and food are a vital part of exam
week.

Pat••
A "festive-holiday-spirif'pat to everyone who
helped with the holiday ceremony and treelighting. It was a great way to begin the season.
Sent in by a student wlto was filled with Christmas

spirit after the tree-lighting.

Dart••
A "who-needs-quiet-hours-lor-an-entireweek" dart to residence hall administrators who
think it has to stay silent for all the nerds to
study their brains out.

Sent in 11y three Eaglt Hall residents who don't
}rave an urge to study instead ofdrinking during
finals week.

Pat••
A "thanks-for-going-out-of-your-way" pat to
the maintenance man who called in for back up
and sought the extra parts necessary to get our
sink workmg for the first time in a month.
Sent m by two grateful students wlzo were
.
J1lrasmzlllt 51171 ris d witll tlz · speedv .;eruiCi' nud i' 1
'"'• ~ ·J : •
·o · .. · ~ ... ·• .... f. t
• !sl t ..
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Commuters desire earlier notice of
class cancelation during bad weather
To the Editor:
Without a doubt, JMU is a major contributtng factor to

the finer qualities of lift> in the Shenandoah Valley. This
in~htution is rcc<lb~ized thro ughout the region as an educa tional nnd cultural leader. I Jm convinced that the
admtnistration wants whaJ is \x-.;t for its family of scholarly professors, qualified staff and knowledge-seeking studentc;. Art> you aware that pt'Ople leave home before 7 a.m.
to bf at their 8 a.m. jobs/clas..c;es on time?
During the past 21 years, it has been my privilege to
work on two higher degrees at JMU. I have fu!'sed and
fretted about no parking c;paces available near the buildings where I have had classes, and I have paid several
parking fines. I have felt abu~'Ci by the system because of
paymg hefty tuition fees and then having no nearby place
to park llowever, no feeling of unfairness has been as
strong as the one I felt Sept. 6, 1996 w hen I left my home at
6:45 a.m. after listening for an hour to see if classes w ould
be held at JMU. J then drove through Tropical Storm Fran,
which was at best nerve-wracking and at worst insane,
~Jy to find upon arriving at the university that all Friday
classes were canceled .
Can you conceive of the destructiveness to the cooperative atmosphere of the university which such an administrative· indecision can bring? In the future, please, please,
please make a decision and publicize it by 6:30a.m.

Barbara D. CRnedlnst
graduate student

Expectations of Health Center too high;
clinic's function to provide general care
To the Editor:

Upon completing a group project for SCOM 121, we
find It our duty to write a letter for publicabon that will
enlighten and inform students.
The issue is the Health Center. As students, we felt the
center was lacking in its resources and ability to accurately
and quickly diagnose and treat our illnesses. We took it
upon ourselves to investigate 'beh ind the scenes" of the
Health Center, looking at what the budget is, how the
facilitie:; compare with o ther schools' facilities and how
the center could be improved.
Surpris ingly, by the end of our research, o ur negative
attitudes about the Health Center had changed. It is for
this reason we feel compelled to write a letter. We want
the students of JMU to know that the Health Center is
doing everything it is supposed to be doing. lt is our conclusion that students' expectations of the Health Center
must be lowered and the center must be willing to accept

feedback from students in order to serve them as be-t as
they can.
The llenlth Center ts capable of providing ca re for
basic ailmenb One rca~n students feel like "the health
center doesn't know anything" is because they expect too
much! The !Ieath Center is there to serve as a clink-like
atmosphere, not a replacement to your hometown doctor
You can expect to be given medications o ne could find in
an} drug c;ton•. You can Jlso expect to be seen by a nur..e
m~t of the time, not c1 doctor. With this in mind, it is obvio usly llnrealistk to t.>xpect to be diagnosed w ith th.lt rJrc
skin d isorder you think you have.
The bottom line is that the Health Center has a limited
budget from which it can work. If students keep in mind it
is a limited resource facility, we think that some of o;tudents' frustrations will dissipate.
•
By the sam~ token, the Heal th Center has been made
aware, as a result of our project, of some student complain~. Thing~ such as decreased waiting time, more oneon-one consultation and a greater ease in obtainmg a prescription for antibiotics are some of the concerns studenb
expres...<;e<i.
With better communication between students and the
staff at the Health Center, frustrations will be lowered on
both ends of the issue.
Krtstln OVstegard

lot1en 0 ' Acunto
junior

j unior

finance

psychokJCY

Kevin Venhofst
senior
hotel & rest. mgmt.

Gretchen Frankenfield
senior
graphic design

Honor COde stands firm
The following announcement is from the Honor
they should uphold the sy:,tem. JMU Pres1dent Ronald
Council to e\'eryone in the JMU community. The inforCarrier has made it clear to Honor Counctl members,
through conversations with our pres1dent, that he w11l
mation contained is of gn.·at importance and affects the
interests of the entire community. It has come to our
exercise one of the four menued options available to him
attention that there is a lack of faith in our honor system
as stated in the current Honor Code until any changes
with regard to the support it has and whether or not the
are made to the system.
system is s till in effect or should be observed. We would
Carrter made this statement with the understanding
like to clear up any m isconceptions or concerns the JMU
the lionor Council would work with the task fo rce to
commun"ity may have about our honor system.
make positive changec;. This agreement illustrates that
In light o f recent events, it is understandable that
Carrier and the Honor Council are worla.ng together to
move forward.
there may be questions as to
the effectiveness of'the honor fl!lll--~------.--------..... Carrier's sta tement alc;o
system and whether or not it
illustrates that the system is
is s upported . The current
s uppo rted by the admlnis·
honor system, as it reads in
tration and that we can still
the 1996-'97 student handhave faith in the system . The
book, stands and is in full
JMU community s hould
effect. All students and facul·
have faith in the llonor Code
ty are responsible for all aspects of the Honor Code as If 1lnd believe that it works for the best interest of academreads and need to be familiar with the system as it peric integrity. We sh ould also feel confident that )t is suptains to them and the whole universjty. It is true,. as
ported by the administration and the university as a
many of you may have read in a recent Breeze article,
whole.
that there exists a uni\'ersity-appointed task force C\.lrWe as students, faculty and administrators need to
rently looking into academic misconduct and the Honor
have faith in our syt.tem. Without honor in our academic
Code at JMU. However, this task force at present is only
endeavors, the quality and value of our education will
decrease s ubstantially. Reme mber that every time an
suggesting changes to the system.
The Honor Council is working in conjunction with
incident of acad~mic misconduct occurs a nd is not
the task force and its diverse group of members in order
reported, the value of o ur degrees are affected Have
to make certain that students', teachers' and administrafaith in this system and keep the academic integrity of
tors' interests are observed and academic integrity is
JMU at the highest level possible.
upheld. This collaborative effort will generate proposals
The Honor Council encourages aU students and faculto improve the current honor system.
ty to uph~ld the system as it is written and to have faith
As the task force w orks toward modifica tions and
in the code.
improvements, the Honor Council will remain in its
If we do not believe tn what honor s tands for and d o
position and enforce the current code as it stands. We
not believe jn the system, JMU will lack the level of
are also developing proposals to aide task force efforts
integrity we know it has. We are all on our honor. Let's
and we are reviewing task force suggestions with the
keep JMU the honorable university it is.
Honor Advisory Board.
-------Many people are concerned that the Honor Code is
Patrick Wyman is a junior ftnana maJOr and a mt>mber of
not supported by the administration and wonder why
the Honor Council Exeallive Board.

Guest Columnist

~ttention

Opinion
eolumnists!
Welcome back! 9t's time to
p ick up !jOUr new writing

schedules. <Just drop by The
!Jreeze.and pick them up in
the opinion section

ASAP.
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COUNTRY S VVESTERN

DANCE LESSONS S DANCE
Dances Evety Fri. & Sat Night

8 p.m.-9 p.m. Lesson
9 p.m.-12 midnight Dance
$5 per person

THE
Rt.

ROUND-UP
42 South

Harrisonburg, VA
433-8170

Instructor Charlie Sutton
Line Dances, 2-Step, Waltz and More.

JMU SKI CLUB MEETING
THURS. 5:00 JAN. 9, 1997
TAYLOR 404 Call:433-9886

· ·no You Want Som.ething
for only

r!~-~---,

• over 13,000 m.ovies
• o\er 1,000 v1deo
. es
g.tm
•Largest in the valley

I Wtth
Thts C?upon
Get a Movte or
I
1

Game Rental
foronly$1!

E~pires Jan. 23, 1997

I • Rent 2 nights and
3 days
1

I

·------..1
1

hmu I per customer

•

Movie~ only

S2.75

• Games only $3.00

Why Pay More?
Free Membership Always !

ACME

Rt 33Fm
(Next to Wendy's,
A .
fromD.::llrn:
')
"'-cross
. . 60 5
(.1.1.

IDEO

43 3 - 9181

Hours

Mo~ . - Thurs. 9-9

Fn. - Sat.9-10
Sun. 12-9

~ No age limit

• No afcohol
• No smoking
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Sublime rocks on in
the face of tragedy
by Phil Kinzler
assistant[eaJurts editor
Riding the wave· of bands like
No Doubt and Goldfinger, the
Long Beach, Calif. ska/punk/
hip-hop trio Subli m e has
achieved mainstream fame with
the release of its third album, sublime and the hit single " What I
Got "
• The price o f fame is high,
though. In late May 1996, lead
singer/guitarist Brad Nowell lost
his battle with heroin, ingesting a
fatal overdose in a motel in San
Francisco. According to MTV
News, he had been clean for
almost a year and was lookmg
forward to a long, happy life
with his wife Troy and newborn
son Jacob. Sadly, this talented
band will not be putting out any
more new music.
Sublime formed in 1988 and
played its first gigs at backyard
beer parties. The group gaiFed a
fanatical cult following and

earned enough credibility to
open for bands like The Melvins,
Butthole Surfers and Stone Temple Pilots.
In '92, the band pawned its
equipment and used the money
to record its first album on LA.based Skunk Record s, 40oz. to
Frtedom, which is a fantastic
blend of reggae, punk and good
old-fashioned stoner music featuring the title song " 40oz. to
Freedom,''"Smoke 2 Joints" and
a cover of a Grateful Dead cJay
sic, "Scarlet Begonias." Most o
the distribution of 40oz. was done
from the band members' cars
after shows, and the album has
sold more than lSO,IXXl copies.
Sublime's second album, Robbin the Hood, garnered less-thans tellar sales but was critic.11ly.
acclaimed.
In '96 the band released sublime on MCA)Gasoline Alley.
Alternative radio stations and
MTV quickly embraced the
album for the single "What l

Got," an upbeat song about
remaining optimistic no matterwhat life hands out. With lyrics
like 'if don't cry when my dog
runs away, I don't get angry at
the bills I have to pay. . Love's
what I got," Nowell ironically
seems to indicate he has his life
together and that everything
works out for the beSt.
Among the 16 other highenergy tracks, the album also features the new single "Santeria"
ano a song about the riots foUowing the Rodney King verdict
called " Apri12. 1992."
Following Nowell's death, the
remaining band members put
out Sublime: Live Recordings 19941996 (It all S«m5 so silly in the long
run), with the proceeds from the
album sales benefiting a scholarship hind for NoweU's son.
Lrve Recordings is a fantastic
collection of 16 songs from all
three albums. Highlights include
the "Don't Push" medley, "Bad
Fish," "Scarlet Begonias" and

SublrM'1 ~ tHnl .a.um Is potentlaly the last colleetJon of
new lnUIIc from the band and fNtures the hit song. "What I Got."
"Smoke 2 Joints."
Once again, a talented mustdan has been killed by heroin.
Brad Nowell joins Jerry Garaa,
Kurt Cobain and others on the
growing list of mu sicians cu t

down by the drug. Hopefully, the
music community will learn from
this lates t tragedy <:~nd start to
clean itself up. But for now, all
we have is the mustc, and Sublime is just that. sublime

Luigi's serves up pizza With personality
by Amy Lavigna
surj[writer
Many local students and Harrisonburg
restdents flock to Luigi's on South High
Street for the exceptional food, some come
for the eccentric atmosphere, and still others come for the occasional outburst of
naked wait staff.
Though it rarely happens, Luigi's owners and employees have been known to
strip down to nothing but an apron-

after closing, of course, according to
Luigi's co-owner Bob White.
"There was a time when everybody in
the kitchen got naked except for aprons,"
White said. "We had just closed the
kitchen, but people were still having beers.
Half the time they didn't even notice."
Luigi's is known around campus and
town as the type of place to eat, drink and
be merry.
"It's a cool place, and you're not afraid
to eat there," said senior Mike Smith. "I

MIKE ZVMPINOimfltribulia,r f'hotoRI"'{JJwr

- ---naiC .......,... _ _

:r-•loclll.=:=..-ec:.zof~.,.•-•-~n.
Bii
mel
eatery 10 -il8r.

also like the alternativt> music they play." •
The Italian/ American eatery, known
for its pizza and calzones, seems to get its
charm from a combanation of the three
owners and more than 20 employees.
Long-time friends and co-owners Bob
White, Auburn Mann and Chris Fulcher
set up the business together more than a
decade ago, adding their individual personalities to the relaxed environment.
'1 guess the whole point IS JUSt not to be
too stuffy," said Mann " I think that's why
people come here "
JMU alumni White, Mann and Fulcher
currently employ mostly JMU and Blue
Ridge Community College student... The
entire group calls itsc>lf "Luigi's orphans,"
according to White .md Mann.
"Everybody working here could easily
be dotng something else, but we've got our
own little ~ov~reign ryation right hl'rt',"
White said
The wait staff seemc; to enjoy working
at Luigi's. "Thb is the best job I've ever
had . Everyone IS a famtl y her~," Blue
Ridge student and Lu1gi's empl6yee Lesley Layman said.
JMU senior and Luigi's employee Terry
Propst said, "The people we work with are
great.'' Because of the hectic abnosphere,
"sometimes it's like the inmates running
the asylum.,.
But hiring students is only the beginning to Luigi's support for the community.
The restaurant donates food and gift certificates to fraternities, sororities, WVP'T's
fund drives, Valley AIDS network and
many other local non-profit organizations
and events for their fund raisers. Elemen-

I 'bqrschootteybereoftentJk''hUdrenoa
field trips to the restaurant often for the

staff teaches the children how to make the
food and run a business.
"We take them [the ch1ldren] through
and we make pizza and they help us dress
them [the piuasj," White said. "They go
nuts; they love it. I've had nursery school
kids here, I was telling them the oven is
hotter th.ln the surface of the sun Not really - don't go home and tell your folks
that."
Fans of alternative musiC and meiJow
atmospheres enjoy their favorite bands
blarmg through the speakers and band llyers wall-papering parts of the room,
add.ng to the general personality that
attracts as many locals as c;tudents
The dl.'COr represent-. the free spirited
... tylc of Luigi's, pulling together a~pects of
diffenmt cultures to create its untque
vor.
" I think it's laid back, and I would love
to work ther\! bt.>cnuse the people alway!>
~m to tx! ha\ ing "0 much fun," sophomore Chri~t)- C,ourley said. "The p12.Za is
awesome."
White !>aid, "On a Fnday or Saturday
night, you never know, a conga line could
break out and go through the kitchen.
That's happened several bmes."
Though having a good time is wjdely
supported and encouraged at Luigi's,
drunkenness is not. More customers are
drawn because of the food and company
~the alcohol, according to White.
Having worked in this business for
about six to eight years each, the owners of
Lui&'s say they love what they do.
"We're all really good friends around
here," Fulcher said, smiling. "Without

na-

<f•Poo.tAius pr<iuhlt£ •tw bra •biRfJJ:»e
been involved ·with in my life."
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Redman and Keith Murray bring
the flava on their new releases
by Julio W.aktr

contributin~rittr_ _ __

Stomping back on the scene with
Timberlands for 1997 are the two young
powerhouses of the Def Squad. Keith
Murray and Reggie Noble, A.K.A.
Redman, christen the new year with the
Oef Squad funk flava.
Muddy Waters, the third LP from
Redman, provides further justification for
the sotidification of his position in the
upper echelon of emcees today.
As usual the production on both LPs is
handled by the '"green-eyed bandit.'' Erick
Sermon, and is saturated with his brand of
beat-laden "East Coast funk."
Redman picks up his rhyme on Muddy
Wntm exactly where he left it at the end of
Dare lz A Darkside. This LP is a complete
project- which in today's hip-hop world
is an accomplishment - carried by
Serm·on's bass heavy beats and Redman's
continually expanding lyrical skills.
Redman has improved his lyrical versatility with every consecutive U'.
"Case Closed" features two new
rhymers, Rockwilder and Napalm, who
are members of Redman's crew. 11lese two
lyrically express their friendship with
Redman and rap about their home
Newark.
Redman uses a sample of Rick James'
"Mary Jane" on "Smoke Buddah." Straight
beats and a famili.ar melody make this

song one of the best on the album.
"Whateva Man" features Sermon and
drops knowledge About Redman's view of
life through his verbal excursions by just
saying "whateva, man." '1 smoke wit a
lot of college students/most of them was-n' t graduating and they knew it/ you
know the weed slang? yeah boy I speak it
fluent / 1 light your college dorm wit my
entourage from Newark... " he sings.
One of the other gems on the album is
"Do What Ya Feel" featuring Method
Man. This song is a lyrical treasure trove of
metaphors and raw rhymes.
Every song that features Method Man
and Redman is lyrically superior and is
bound to be a hlt. When these two get
together they raise the level of Iynes one
notch. Method Man provides Redman
with a challenge and vice versa b«ause
they are lyrically both so talented. The
butta lyrics in this song make true hip-hop
heads continue to hope these two will
release a CO together sometime soon.
While not the best song on the
album,"lt's Uke That (My Big Brother)" is
the first single from the LP and features KSolo.
We also hear the latest adventures of
everyone's favorite ghetto superhero on
"Soopaman Luva 3," the second single
from the LP, and find out he is flying high
and doing his usual dirty work.
"Da ru Out," the last song on the co,
features the Oef Squad: Sermon, Redman,

•

Murray and Jamal.
Murray also drops knowledge in his
sophomore effort, Ettigma, which is a curious but fitting title; he is "an inscrutable or
mysterious person," an enigma.
His first LP The Most Beoutifullest Thing
In Thrs World, showed flashes of brilliance
but wasn't focused. Enigma is far from a
sophomore slump; it actuaUy shows a considerable amount of lyrical growth in storytelling abilities and a congruent flow of
ideas.
The first single,"The Rhyme," contains
a sample of " Before I Let Go" by Frankie
Beverly and shows he has learned when to
use his extensive vocabulary and when it
is lU'UleCeSSal)' to flex.
Kei-Vicious and SO Grand, two of Keith
Murray's boys, showcase their s kills on
"Rhymin' Wit Kel " and "Dangerous
Ground" respectively, and they are both
featured in .,Love LO.O."
The Oef Squad also shmes in "Yeah,"
which features Busta Rhymes.
The production on this CD is handled
by the "fun.~ lord" Sermon, who also produced Redman's album, and the
UMMAH, the production team responsible for A Tnbe Called Quest's pro;ects and
made up of Ali Shaheed Muhamed and QTip.

With the the second, largely improved,
CD from Murray and the third excellent
album from Redman, the Oef Squad has
helped to bring in the new year correctly.

Are You Tired ofLoud Music, Sloppy
Roommates, Over Crowded Dorm Rooms
and Total Lack ofPrivacy?
Foxhlll Townhomes is a planned student community designed to help save
students and parents money by cutting the cost of housing. By buying
a townhome and renting the 3 extra bedrooms to other
students you can live rent free!
No more hassles of competing for housing each yean
Your mortgage payments give you equity in an asset of
value, while dorm fees and rent are lost forever.
With as linle as $5,200 you and your parents can own
a t<>Wnhome that can help you save on your overaJI
educational cost and provide a positive cash flow
after you graduate. Call today for more information:

(540) 432-5525

I

Come enjoy the
freedom andprivacy

ofliving off-c~~mpus

tn FoxhUJ Townhomes.
q'o DMI Corporation • 1111 Old Colony Lane • WiOtamsburg Vtrst,lia 23185
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Fant

rows
Up
Disney attempts to draw in a younger crowd by open
story by }tllaggie Welter

Mouse ears and tea cups, pixie
dust and flymg elephants. It may
be a small fairy tale world after all,
but Walt Disney World is also big
on night hfe and grown-up amuse-ment. If you think the most exciting thing to do at Disney World is
360:. in tea cups, it's time to take
another look at the place Mickey
calls home
Walt Disney World just turned
25 and as throwing a party that
would lire even the most fierce
party animal For the IS-month
anniversary celebra tion, whach
runs from Oct. 1, 1996 through
Dec. 31, 1997, Disney is rolling out
a new image by adding exciting
new attractions and revamping
existing ones. Included in Disney's
party plans Is an attempt to lure
20-somcthings to its property
"Many of Disney's recent marketing efforts are aimed at the college-age crowd," saad Mark
jaronski, a publicist at Walt Disney
World and Resorts. "We've
opened new clubs and last year
Dasney OJ>'?ned its first moderately
pnced resort."
According to Anne Powell, a
special prOJects producer at ABC,
who is working on an upcommg
25th annaversary show to be aired
in February, there has been a tot of
emphasis on building up the night
life "There's always been a lot of
s tuff for people to do during the
day; now Disney's giving young
people a reason to stay on Disney
property at night," Powell said.
According to jaronski, one of
the new attractions with special
appeal to the 20s crowd is Disney's
Boardwalk. The waterfront boardwalk, reminiscent of beach tmvns
of the early 1900s, Is lined with

room to get a complete update.
shops, re;tauranb and clubs.
According to Dick GlovN,
One of the hottest spots is
senior vice president, the
ESPN
Atlantic Dance, a high-energy
dance club featuring everything club is a unique sport:. expcricnct'
from Motown to rock' n ' roll to "You can watch any game, watch
swing. Sparkling gold stars shine or participate in programs origaon the ceal ing above the dance nating from the studios, met•t ath·
floor, creabng a romantic aura. On . letes... Clearly the best in sports
a recent night, Isaac Ger.,tanzang, programming and information h.ls
of Boulder, Colo., was enJoymg a JOtned forces with the best in entereagar an the club. " My cowboy tainment to create an original
boots don't really fit an here, but sports entertainmt'nt experience."
Disney's club action doesn't
it's hap and crazy and I like II,"
end with the Boardwalk - in fact
Gef'itanzang sa1d
it has an island covered w1th
Gerstanzang':. cowboy boots
them. Pleasure Island boast:. seven
would have fit in just fine at
Jellyrolls, a foot-stomping, hoolin' completely different clubs, rangtng
and hollcnn' piano bar, abo locatfrom jazz to disco to comedy.
ed on the Boardw,11k. There's no
To satisfy your hunger then.•
way to'avoid getting c.1ught in the are popular restaurants such as
good spirits at Jellyrolls when the
Planet Hollywood and Rainfon..... t
piamsts began strikmg up popular Cafe.
sing-alongs.
Disney's birthday celebration is
But th~ :.lam dunk action on the also in full swing at the parb
bO!Irdwalk 1s at the pumping
themselves. The usually dull gr.1y
ESPN Club. A wal~ anto the 13,000 Cmderella Ca::.Ue, the famous icon
square foot facility can be over- of the MagiC Kingdom, has ~n
whelming to even thl' baggest
transformed into a 185-foot pank
~ports fan More than 70 televa"Castle Cake." With life-size inflatsions are constantly tuned to able lollipops and colorful hard
almost anything a sports heart ca ndies, the castle looks good
could dCl>arc, from the hottest foot- enough to eat.
ball and basketball match-ups, to
No birthday is complete wathsumo wre,tling and surfing. ESPN
out song and dance, and D1sncy
Club IS also a full-service restauoffers Magic Kingdom guest plenrant, with waiter:. and waitresses
ty of opportunities to do both. as
sportmg black and white striped
participants in the daaly
referl'C uniforms.
"Remember the Magac"parade.
• For those who like to do more
Dozens of Disney characters, from
than sit back and watch, ESPN movie classics like "Snow Whlte"
Club has an array of sports arcade
to today's popular "The L1on '
games, and af the scores don't
King," (and of course Mickey a~d ·
come across the screen fast
Minnje) parade through the (aary
enough, one can access ESPNET tale lanes of the Magic Kingdom
SportsZonc, (www.t>spnet. sport.
on beautifu lly detailed floats
com) on one of the several comput· almost worthy of the Rose Bowl
ers near the bar an the center of the
Parade. Before the parade beginS,
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USON
tasy

PJIO'rOS COURTF..SY OF THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

(far left) Disney's new Boardwalk offers more nlgbtllfe for the
younger crowd, as well as shopping and dining' ente rtainment.
(I) ESPN Club offers more than 70 television sets to entertain
sports fans. (r) Disney's famed Cinderella castle has been turned
Into a large pink birthday cake to celebrate the 25th anniversary.

'ening new attractions for nightlife
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"parade coaches," strategically
placed along the route, teach songs
to a usuaUy dense crowd of children and adults. A few overly
enthusiastic and lucky qowd
members are chosen to participate
in the parade. When the floats
pass, characters descend the floats
clnd dance with the chosen few as
parents and friends snap memotiL'S on the sidelines.
"I've got to get this on camera,''
said Adrienne Schell, a junior at
Sheppa rd
College
In
Shcpherdstown,W.Va., as her
boyfriend, Bruce Clutter, twirled
on Minnie's arm. "I'll never let him
forget his dance with Minnie," she
said as she clicked away. Clutter,
red-faced and a little dizzy,
snapped at Schell, "She's a better
uancer than you are," as she gig1

gled.
But Disney World isn't about
snapping and bickermg - it's
about love and fantasies. That's
why newlyweds Amanda and jim
Nolan from Ga thersburg, M.d.,
chose to spend their honeymoon
basking in the glow of the mouse
cars ll\Stead of the Caribbean sun.
"We both love Mickey Mouse and
were big fans of Disney. The
whole atmosphere is magical," and
surpnsingly romantic, Amanda
Nolan said.
The Nolans think Dtsney is
doing a good job of reaching out to
a young crowd, but one thing that
didn't impress them was the price
of tickets. Magic doesn ' t come
cheaply. A one-day pass costs $40.
Four-day "hopper"passes, which
can be used at any of the three
parks, the Magic Kingdom, MGM
or the EPCOT Center, go for
about $150.

"The cost of tickets was a little
high, but it was all right for just the
two of us. If we had a family, it
would be extremely expensive,"
which is another reason to go to
Disney while you're still young,
Nolan said.
The definite show stopper of
Disney's celebration is the speoal
editioo of its nighttime spectacle of
light and fireworks at the Epcot
Center, IllumiNations 25. For
about 15 minutes, the entire world,
il seems, becomes a place of peace
and hope. Colorful lasers and fireworks illuminate the sky to the
sound of the "Circle of Life." Even
more impressive than the show is
the crowd's reaction. Heads look
up and mouths ~rop open.
Couples hug and kiss, and children, perched on their parents
shoulders, point and shout, "Look,
Mommy!."
For those who get their magical
vibes from the big screen, Disney's
MGM Studio Theme park also has
some new attractions such as
"Backstage
Pass
to
101
Da lmatians," and the "Twilight
Zone of Terror ll."
" People of all ages find this
park thrilling," Maria Gimenez, a
senior at the College of Iowa, who
was working as a Disney tour
guide for the semester, said of
MGM. What amazes Gimenez the
most is how the rides tend to bring
out a sense of youth and adventure
in people. "The people who enjoy
themselves the most are the ones
who really let themselves go and
aren't afraid of getting a little
goofy," Gimenez said.
Beyond the new attractions and
clubs, Disney has something else
up its sleeve to lure a younger, and

in many cases, poorer , crowd two moderately priced hotels. In
1995 Disney opened the All-Star
Sports and Music Resorts . A
night's stay is around $70, doubleoccupancy, much less than the
$160-$200' price tag at most of
Disney's other resorts.
It doesn't take a sports buff or
music fan to appreciate the ere·
ativeness and fine detail on display
at either AU-Star Resort. The sports
resort is decorated with sporting
equ,ipment big enough for King
Kong to play with. A 2()()..foot hel·
met stands at the base of
Touchdown! Hotel, the tennis ball
cans are so large they would hold
9A74,609 tennis balls, and the

Coca-Cola cup at Home Run Hotel .court for the duration of the stay.
reany outdoes the Super Big Gulp The food cou rt resembles PC
at ~ whopping 240-million ounces. Dukes1 with choices ranging from
'fhe music resort is just as p izza and burgers to salads and
detailed. The gigantic yellow and · boxed cereals. And a lso like PC
pink jukeboxes that stand at Rock Dukes, guests can purchase their
Inn could hold 4,000 COs. (If they meals with the stroke of a card.
reaUy played music, you could go Room keys double as credit cards
for 135 days without hearing the which can be used to charge merchandise and food at the resort and
same song twice.)
But the real delight at both the inside any of the three theme
sports and the music resort is the parks, allowing guests to roam
atmosphere that rivals JMU for the cash (and fear) free.
friendliest award. College students
Speaking of roaming, spring
should feel right at home at the break is only seven weeks away, if
campus~like resorts. Most guests
you haven't yet decided where
tote around earth friendly mugs, you'll roam , you may want to conwhich, after purchasing one for $8, sider dis'n the beach and soaking
can be refilled in the resort's food up the magic of Disney.
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MADISON
SQUARE
• Individual leases I June or
August Leases Available
• Washer I Dryer, Stove,
Refrigerator, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal
• Unique TrHevel Design
Fully Furnished ___.A,.._._._~L...JIIIM

It Pa~ To Dis-covert Use Your Discover Card And Save Up
To ~2Sf To Apply For A Card. Calll-8'oo-rr-PAYS-TO

Bahamas Party

·

Cruise ·$279
Cancun $399
Jamaica $419
Florida $119

COLLEGE STATIO
• Huge 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Fully Furnished Townhouses
•112 Mile from Campus
• A/C, Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Garbage D~
Separate Utility Room with Full Size Washer and

8 days • All Meals • Free Parties • Includes Taxes

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $150 on Food & Drinks

MADISON MANOR

NIVERSIT
COURT
• 5 Bedrooms, 3 Baths
• FtJiy Ft.mished l.Jrits
• Individual Leases
• Only One Left!

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $150 on Food & Drinks

7 Nights • Panama City, Daytona & Cocoa Beach

Spring Break Travel Our lOth Yearf
N

434-1173

1-goo-67g-63g6

Coldwell Banker- Contact Colleen Pendry
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'We're the weird people'
to prejudice, and you can either get angry or you can
smile and laugh abOut it."
Guild president Mark Spielman agrees but admits
It is a Monday night, and a student organization is
some criticisms bother him. "'f they can be creative
meeting in Taylor Hall. The room is crowded and
about the insult, I'm usually entertained by it," he
noisy, with everyone laughing, talking and greeting
said. "But the stereotype that we' re all just gaming
their friends. The officers try to quiet everyone down
devil-worshippers is annoying and it frustrates me."
enough to begin. The 2-year-old daughter of one
"We promote a lot of different things, and a lot of
member generously passes out leftover Halloween
different ideas," Spielman said He explained that
candy. A normal scene right out of a student activities
role-playing is perhaps the a ctivity for which the
brochure. No one here appears to be a vampire.
Guild is best known. ''That's one of the things we do.
It's not the primary thing, although it's one of the most
Of course, a lack of vampires is common to most
student organizations. Attend any number of meetpopular."
ings on campus and one will be hard pressed to find
Role-playing games, including "classics" such as
any dues-paying undead.
Dungeons & Dragons and more modern games,
Except at this group's meeting. This is no ordinary
involve taking on the role of an imaginary character
student organization. This is a group that sometimes
and navigating some predetermined situation or fandre55ei in all black and has pointy teeth and a pale
tasy world, the specifics of which are controlled by
complexion. This is the JMU Science Fiction and
another player. Most role-playing games take place
Fantasy Guild.
entirely in the imagination, but a new generation of
"We're the weird people." Freshman Rick Rush is
live-action role-playing games (LARPs) require the
referring to himself and the 45 other JMU students
players to actually act out their roles. It is these ljvewho make up the Guild, a 10-year-old campus organi·
action games that some Guild members s.1y give them
lcltion dedicated to promoting such pastimes .as rolea reputation for eccentricity on campus.
playing, OJ1imation, science fiction literature and cine"You're given a character, or you create a charac·
ma.
ter, and you try and act like that character," Spielman
''The Guild is a pretty low-profile organization,"
said. "lt's bJc;ically improvisational theatre. We don't
said senior J.C. Lira, the Guild secretary. Nonetheless,
walk around campus carrying swords, there's never
many students instantly recognize the Guild by its · been combat, and no one is allowed to hurt anyone
more visible members and its more confusing activielse. But it's probably because of this that we acquired
ties. Knights in armor. Klingons. Fair maidens in
our status as a 'vampire cult'."
gowns of satin. Vampil"eS.
Spielman was referring to a popular LARP in
"Yeah, I think they're freaks, l guess," junior Dave
which players take on the roles of vampires and other
Dalton said. "But so what? A lot of people think I'm a
assorted creatures of the night. Because they somefreak, and it doesn't bother me.''
times play on campus, the games have caused some
Few Guild members go out of the ir way to shock
confusion, s uch as when the campus cadets quesor surprise people, but many find themselves the victioned some of the Guild's activitiel> on the Quad.
tims of ignorance and confu!'ion when they come in
"We're not reJlly bothered by that, although if people
come after uc; with wooden stakes it might be inconvecontact with "mundanes," the non-Guild, non-weird,
nient," Ura said.
boring people, according to Lira "We're kind of used
Live action role-playing on the Quad. People talkto it," he said. "For the most part, we understand that
they don't understand, and we a ll have that undering very seriously about how many trolls they have
standing."
killed Vampires m 0-hall. It is things like this that
"If someone makes fun of you, laugh at it," said
cause many students to look upon the Guild members
oddly, and to ask one bothersome question Is this for
junior C.C. Bidwell, the Guild vice president "Say OK,
real?
yeah. this is what l do, this is what I am, if you can't
accept that, ha ha, that's your problem. It comes down
"A lot of people assume that because we play roleplaying games that we believe in that stuff," Spielman
said. ''The fact of the matter is that I have never seen a
witch, I've never seen a vampire. I do not claim to
have seen vampires, I do not necessarily believe they
exist" Bidwell agreed. "I've never met anybody who
believed that they had any of the powers their character had. I don't know anybody who actually believes
these things are real"
The Guild's current membership is 46, double that
of last year Most of the new members hear about the
Guild through word of mouth, although the group
does participate in student activities night and
announce its weekly meetings in Tile Breeze. In thp
spring, according to Spielman, a lot of new members
get involved through Madicon, JMU's annual science
fiction and fantasy convention hosted by the Guild.
Madicon, which is entering its sixth year, draws
people from as far away as Ohio and Pennsylvania.
This year, possible guest speakers include popular
fantasy authors Margaret Weiss and Tracy Hickman,
and author R.A Salvatore. The convent;on, which is
expected to bring in 250 to 300 people, will take place
the first weekend in April. Admission costs run from
$8 to $10 for Guild members, and $11 to $12 for nonmembers, with student discounts for students and faculty. "Usuauy·we get a lot of people who are walking
around Taylor and see all these people having fun and
they see aU these signs, so they stop and ask what it's
all about," Spielman said.
The Guild welcomes such questions from interested people, but while some members are concerned
over how they are percieved by JMU as a whole, others couldn't care less. "We don 't care what people
think about us," said j ~hua Leake, a Guild member
AMY SANDLIN/snuor photQgraphtr
and
a role-player. " It's cheaper than beer, and it doesSciFI F•ntasy Guild members C.C. Bidwell, J.C. Ura,
n'
t
give
you a hangover."
Sheryl Wood end Kelly Connor pose In unlfonn.
by Brian Minter
contributing writer

GllAJIAMIUJtior pho/DJrop/wr

MullebiWI etruts In front Of tile c.nlerl.llnry.

by CIIWtll Rkhanlloa
contributing wril~r
UniW! many college students, Mu1JetJnan never feels as if
he is lost in the
Standing about 5 feet 4 inches taU and
looking &Omewhat Uke a hybrid between a weasel and a
hUD\IPl, Mulletman never
unnoticed.
. 11\e ~med "M~'" a jurUO( at }MU, instead
cl ~ kegs or shooting pool In his free time slips into his
a1tet ego far fun ro:mpins about on campus. He can often be
found ca~ heads to tum in the 'Hillside~ near PC Dukes.
Althoqh his vocabulary is limited, this does not stop
Mulletmari from ~Wns a little bit about himself.
'"'I'm .not out to kill villains or rescue anyone, .. he said
throo&h gnants and INrls, "'I just til<e the thrill people get from

l

J

aowa.

soea

,.

·atchlngme."'
According to Mulletman, his goal is simply to be an .,average college guy,. and add diversity to the school by "hanging
out"' wtth the students. This dOes not always prove so easy. ''A
lot-of the time people are repulsed by melt kind of bums me
out that I'm so ugly," Mulletman growled.
Judas Nelson. a Harrisonburg resident who descnbes him-

self as Mulletman's public relations spokesperson, also said
Mulletman's look and demeulfJI' prevent him from fitting in.
""He reminds me of a era. between the Tumanian Devil
and B.T:. beCause he Js very curlous about humans. but his
exln!llae .xW ineptitude often leads him info trouble," Nelsori
said.
One such situation involved Mullebnan's run-in with the
Science Fiction and Fantasy Guild. He wallced in during a role
playing game, inciting two members to chase him. Other mem~ who belleved they had cmjured him during their ~
attemJ*d to roll ..double sevens"' on their dice in order to send
MuUebnan blck wheN he came from.
A'nolher1DIIft0Qbleev-.~~ WM N.ftntbnlwf
Wilh• c:oetumed . . . . . the ~·~ ·J>.haiLl'he ~
dealbed byNflatai· ~ ..... black .....

..,w.

inmate jUilpuit.
_.,.,one knows~ about this aeabft,.. Nelson Aid.
"He could be from outlet spa<2, from the ~ or whatever. 1i
daa't . . .la\OW~Mme. Bwryane I knoW pi lfal1ed callirC
Nmlhe 'Jill ....}ledoiBeeem lobe an......,..,.~ howew!f

mMk and. blot

MheWMIIm~"

b._

J-on Wood. 20, •
msrMc~e:
--•- lflkL "'the ape~
wu )ult IOI't of minding .hil own
when til!_~
loolcln' auy comes &om behind the hilL Malletman -

•-•·that

pUIIag:~buttonlby~-- ~-him.• .NeJeon

hi w no kWa ~ ~~ wu aboUt. •IJ

~-. ~~::~u•·~~.-."

~~Jallela~'-'

IIMw;llalll,e~atbelt.•

Mellon eilcl ht ~ D\Cft etiOdt MuDe~:!
~elift natttre thin anyone ~ he eclmila awn he IQl(nq
~ Jllde.... rona to mea~ be wmt& me lo Jcnow.
8

We~= =t.~Jwwillbeeccep.d

into . . . . . lfOdiiW . . that~\ud(~ . . . . . . . . . ~
ugllre• When ¥keel if he had any ,acfYke to the )'®th of
todaY.,
shrouded in enuiJs, WB ~ baJd.•
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CAA teams challenge nation's top programs
UR use debatable two-for-one arrangement.to schedule top-ranked foes
-UNCW,
-by C Scott Graham
s rts tditor

A perusal of this season's non<onference
oppments for most of the ColorUal Athletic
Association's nine institutions may lead ooe
to believe the league's scheduling motto is:
To be the best, you must play the best
Programs like the University of North
Carolina, University of Virginia, University
of Massachusetts, Wake Forest University
and Villanova University appear on several
of the CAA team's preseason play list,
including University of North CarolinaWilmington and University of Richmond.
However, one conference team the Tar
Hecb, Ca\·aliers and Demon Deacons of the
college basketball world don't play resides in
the Convocation Center and boasts a prior
record of upsetting or narrowly losing
several games against the SO<a1Jed top-flight
college programs.
The answer: JMU's men's basketball team.
From the day Lou CampaneJU's Dukes
\(l":• to eventual NCAA champion North
L. 'Olina 52-50 in the second round of the
l<Jta NCAA Tournament to their 91 ~upset
of Purdue University during the 1994-'95
season, JMU's men's basketball program has
been known to put a scare in many of the
nation's ma;t respected programs.
5o why is it JMU men's basketball head
coach Lefty DrieseU and his Dukes can't get a
maldlup with an Atlantic Coast Conference,
Big East or Big12 team these days?
"They won' t play us because we beat
Purdue in here,H Driesell said . "When you

CAA TEAMS VERSUS 1996 NCAA AND NIT TOURNAMENT TEAMS

beat those teams at home, they don't want to
play you. It looks Like a b.xt lass for them."
Point taken. However, in order for a CAA
team to participate in the NCAA
Tournament, which historically only invites
the league~s tournament champion, it may
need to "make more sac:ifices than most
other programs" to schedule the competition
that will prepare it for the a U-or-nothing
CAA Tournament, UNCW men's basketball
head coach Jerry Wainwright said.
"The reality of the CAA is that it's next to
impossible to receive an a~-large bid to the
[NCAA] tournament," Wainwright said. "So
what we try to do is play as tough a schedule
as we can to prepare our players for

conference play and the [CAA)
tournament"
Wainwright, whose Seahawks have
already played Alabama, Univers1ty of
Wisconsin, Manhattan College, Villanova
and 1996 Final Four representatives
Mississippi State University and
Massachusetts this season, also said, if
nothing else, playing the nation's top-ranked
teams give his program more media
notoriety and helps a program's recruiting
and attendance.
But how is it UNCW managed to put
together arguably the CAA's toughest nonconference schedule in recent memory this
season?
In addition to playing teams the Seahawks
have played in preseason tournaments in
previous seasons, the answer may lie in the
two-for-one deal, according to Wainwright.
The two-for-one entails one team, usually the
lesser-known team, playmg a game on the
other team's court for two years. The
following year, the lesser-known program
hosts the other team.
Richmond may have th~ league's most
attractive two-for-one w1th North Carolina.
After hosting and defeating the Sp1ders m
1995-'96 and this season, the Tar Heeb wtll
play at Rtchmond next year.
"That's really something that just
happened," UR men's basketball head coach
Bill Dooley said. "A few y~ ago each of us
had an opening on our schedule. for the next
season and it just cvolvL'<i into a two-for-one

deal."
The ACC's Tar Heels have also arranged

CU-LEE-CER-TO!
Senior co-captain Ryan Cullcerto evades a defender In the flm half of JMU's
73-65 victory over Vlf'Cinla Commonwealth University last ni&M. Cullcerto
off the bench for 10 pofnta, three usllts and two steals In 14 minutes.

two-for-one deals with Old Dominion in
recent years.
Although Dooley said he isn't always a
proponent of the two-for-one, he said it
made sense to schedule one with the Tar
Heels. "The experience of playing against
North Carolina, perhaps the best college
basketball program ever, in the Dean Dome,
we hope helps us out during the CAA
Tournament." Dooley said.
The Spiders' non<Onferenre schedule this
season also included Wake Forest and
Virginia, but on a one--for-one basis.
Make oo mistake about it, Dnesell, who
once coached at ACC mef11ber Un1vcrslty of
Maryland, isn't a proponent of the two-forone deal. However, he said he also hasn' t
bied it, yet.
"I'm not going to prostitute my:;eU just to
play some ACC team,'' DrieseU satd "I think
we're ·ust as
as
are.
re afraid

to come in here and play us because they
think we're going to beat them
"You can't get Duke or North Carolina
and those people to come in here," .he said.
"I've tried, but I haven't bied two-for-one. I
might be able to do that."
Driesell said the location of JMU, the
relatively small med1a market of
Harrisonburg and the major airports being at
least a two-hour drive from JMU may also
deter some teams from playing in the

Convocation Center.
However, the evolut:.ioo of the notion ~ ,.
a CAA team can get a little in the way of
expenenc:e and exposure to prepare itself for
the CAA Tournament, means they may have
to give a lot according to Wainwright u At
the same time, you never want to put your
team at a disadvantage or st>e that 1t doesn't
get a fair shake," Wainwright saKi.
One way the Seahawks have tried to
mamtain that balance is by participating in
preseason tournaments on what is usually
cons1dered a neutral court, Wainwright said.
Earlier this season the Seahawks
competed in the Top of lhl> World ClasSJl m
Fairbanks, Alaska, and the Mount St Mar'\ 's
(Md .) Bow Tie Class1c. "Both of those L'Vcnb
Wl'rC back-to-back gam(!!,, preparing our
kids for the CAA Tournament," sard
W.linwright, whose Scahawks lost to
Virgin1a Commonwt!alth Umversity in last .
5eab0n's tournament cha.mp1onstup game.
The Seahawks aren't the only CAA team
to comj>ete m preseason tournaments this
sc..lSOn. Old Dominion participallod in the
San Juan Shootout, where the Monarch~
plitycd the Umvcr:.ity of Nebraska .md
Mis~is!.ippi State. Richmond played in the
lona College Class1c, and the College of
W1lltam & Mary compctt:d in the Arizona
State University Oassic during the holiday

season.
The Dukes didn't participate in a
preseason tournament this year; last season
JMU played in the San Juan Shootout
However, for the many CAA teams who
rompeted against top-ranked teams in the
preseason and are scheduling to do so in ~
future, playing the best doesn't necessarily
mean beating the best. Although this may be
the case, Wainwright said it's all part of
bu1lding a winning and well-respected
college basketball program.
-<
" A:. long as your players understand what
you're trying to accomplish, playing the
North Carolinas and Wake Forests is a nolose situation," Wainwri t said.

~~l2!i3E!!t~.
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Clothing

Mens
& Womens

& Accessories

BARR~EE

SALEI

STATION

CATALOGUE OUTLET

Bush
Korn
Cake
Luscious Jackson
Johnny Cash "Evita" Soundtrack
Cowboy Junkies
Ma.zzy Star
Iris Dement
No Doubt
Enigma
Prince
Fugees
Tricky
Grateful Dead
Wilco
TONS OF STUFF ON SALE.f

Cashmere
Turtlenecks
Waxed Jackets
Selected Polar Fleece Acceuories 40%blf
Selected Polar Fleece Jackets 30%blf

AREA'S LARGEST SKI & SNOWBOARD SELECTION

* *":

·:-':'* * **-'·!·:·'!'**·**..
Snowboards by: :F. ,.*·*
Seasonal Ski Rentals *•X.
Arrow
Hooger
5150
Ride
Timeless

I

..

Thcker
Sims
Pill
Silence
K2

·~:

~
......
::

.
~:

(

_

starting at

$69.99 .
not due back until March 31st
skis, boots, &poles

· .!·
t.·:·:

......

*

. Skis by:*
K2

RD

Fisher
Hart
Head Blizzard
Tyrolia Rossignol

~~

*

~

_..--snow board

Rentals

$9.99
All Day, Any Day

$14.99
All Day, Any Day
~·
·~";J.::·

tl

*also cany a full line of ski and
snow board clothing

Ski & Skate is located behind Shoney·s Inn, Rt. 33 East
open 7 days a week

433-7201

8 am - 9 p~

---
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Sports gambling back in the college spotlight
JMU has already taken steps to prevent an Incident similar to the Boston College scandal
by Jim. WJis~
coni rrlmtms.~u_,,_,t_er_ _ __
With the suspension of 13 Boston
College athletes, gambling is onct? again
the focus of attention on college campuses
around the country.
" When I got here a~ a freshman, 1t
didn' t take me long to r.nd someone to
place bets with,'' said bophomore Chris
Manfuso "Heck, it's easier to bet than to
register for class."
On Nov. 7, the NCAA suspended 13
Bos ton College football players for
gambling violutions. This epjsode has
scrvc..>d as a wake up call for many schools
and has forced them to inspect their
student communities more closely.
In a survey sponsored by the NCAA,
25.5 percent of all Division I athletes
admitted to gambling on sporting events.
After the Boston College incident, the
NCAA released a statement: "There are
other Boston Colleges. We fear that this is
the ru le rather than the exception at
colleges today."
Manfuso said, "Gambling in general is
probably the same here [at JMU) as at any
other college this size. There is no reason
to believe JMU is any different than any
other ins titution w ith Division I sports.
B.C. JUSt got caugh t."
Manfuso said he p laces bets "a few
hmes a week, for the thrill of it." He said
betting makes the games more exciting to
watch, and he feels more involved.
"I started betting as a junior in high
school on the NCAA [men's basketball]
Tournament, and it just grew from there,"
said Manfuso, who S.'lid he now bets on
NCAA football, the NFL, NBA and World
Series.

_His_fetish has bt.>come costly. Manfuso tries to educate athleteS about th~ dangl'r.-> om.• of the topics d1scussrd with the
sa1d h1s bets range from $10 to as high as of gambling, and that coaches ah"'·a y~ athletl'S, but s he sa1d there is no pla n to
$~, depcn?ing on how his luck is going, emphasize to their players the rbks of e mphasize it any more in light o f the
which hasn t been good this year. Before gambling. " I hop(.' we never ha\'c a
situation at Boston Colll>gC.
scme:,ter break he was in debt "about a
probll!m, but 1 worry .1bout this stuff every
"&•caust• somcthmg happcrl>d at BC, l
few hundred dollars."
day," he said .
don' t think it makel:i it a bigger issue here "
Not all students, however, are as
Janet Lucas, JMU's associate athletic l.uc.1s -..1id. "All we can do is educate, thL•n
involved with gambling.
director, said, "We'd ixo unr~.1hst1c to think students havl' to make choices, and you
Man(uso estimated that only about a
there wasn' t a possibility (of JMLJ student
hope they're educated choices."
third of h1s fnends arc scnous gamblers. athletes gambling! "
JMU football head coach Alex Wood,
He Sc.lld that while ,1lmost all of his frit.•nds
"Our biggest challenge 1s to Sl't (thl• however, said he doesn' t worry about it a
grc.H deal, and he "never really thought
gamble, " most of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - athletes! to realize
them just take part II
the) can' t d o it cvt•n
clbnut It until the B.C. thing.,.
" Do I have guys who :,how $ign~ of
in (betting! pools or
• • •
though cveryom •
friendly wagers," as
a rou no them 1s " tndulgmg in (gambling]? No. J haven' t
opposl>d to placing
ever heard any feedback from the coaches
Lucas s<tid .
bets
II
She <tlso s aid
about a player maybe having a problem,
Sophomore Sean
athletes hav e to so I don' t think (that there is oncL Wood
Mcilrath said, "I bet
realize C\'C.>n ..., Sl
~lid .
with my frie':'ds
Janet lucas bet
on
thi s
He also said he feels if gambling did go
every once in a
associate athletic director Saturd.1y's [gaml'j o n, he would have a hard time finding out
while on tlungs like
is shll gambling."
about it HWould 1t ever be discussed in
the World Series but nothing maJor."
While Lucas acknowledged the
my presence? No We wouldn ' t know
JMU Athletic Director Don Lemish possibility of a problem, she s.1id she fC('Is
about it unle:,s someone g o t caught,"
worries that such a carefree attitude might gamblmg at JMU IS nowhere close to the . Woodsa1d.
affect JMU student athletes.
NCAA statistic of 25.5 percent of athletes.
However, the JMU foo tball pr<.)gram
" I worry about the fact that it's very "It's more readaly available m a larger city, doe:, stress the risks of gambling to 1ts
easy to end up with a friendly wager of and I think the nature of the studen ts and
players, Wood s aid . " We adv1se (the
my team against yours, or in [some type}
the institution" make 1t unrealistic tha t
athletes], we provide edu,ationaJ
of pool, and often times this is perceived as 25.5 percent o( JMU athletes gamble, she
information, we tell them that it's 1llcgal,
okay," Lemish sa id . "Ga mbling is said.
that they' ll lose their scholarship, lose their
gamblmg, period, paragraph. It's all illegal
"There are a lot more opportunitil>S for
elig1bllity," he said.
as far as the NCAA is concerned."
[NCAA gambling violations) to happen m
There is even a wall-sized poster in the
Lemish also said he doesn't think he the m iddle of Boston than here," sa id
football locker room that lists lhe effects of
has a big probl e m with athletes and
Lucas, who also heads JMU's compliance gambling and serves as a constant
gambling, but it's still an 1ssue of great program, which aims to educate coaches remmder to players of the implicallons
concern. ''The difficulty .s that you can't a nd ath le tes about NCAA rules and
Wood said he hopes that will deter htS
be with 600 athletes ali day, every day,
regulations. A memtw>r of th(' romphance athletes from gambling.
A safe bet could be made that LcmlSh,
and they are s usceptiblt! to absolutely statf meets w1th the players of each team to
everything in life that an everyday person go ove r certai n rules and stress the Lucas and the rest of the JMU athletic
is," he said
1mportance of adhering to them.
department feel the same way about all of
the school's student athletes.
lemish said the athletic department
lucas said gambling has always been

a $1 bet on this
Saturday's [game] is still
gambling.

Woinen squeak past UNCW,
iinprove overall record to 11-1
from Brreu suff reports

JMU extended its winning streak to four
games as it downed UNC Wilmington on
the road Sunday, 70-68.
It was the Dukes' 29th consecutive win
over the Seahawks, who fell to 7-5 overall,
0-1 in the Colonial Athletic Association.
JMU is Wldekated in the conference at 2...().
Three Dukes turned in double-figure
performances, led by a career high 22
poi nts from sophomo re Kish jordan.
Sixteen of her points came in the second
half.

Thur. 119
Wrc lllntt:
ul Maryland

Sat. 1/11

Fri. 1/10
Women·.,

7:30 r .m.

Senior forward Sarah Schreib had 13
pomts and eight rebou nds for JMU,
followed by sen ior point guard Holly
Rilinger, who had 12 points and seven
assists.
There were 12 lead changes in the first
half, and it e nded in a tie at 29 each .
Schreib and Rilinger connected on six
straight free throws in the final 29 seconds
to ensure the JMU victory.
Freshmen Latonia Beale and Christy
Gambilled the way for UNC W with 14
and 11 points, respectively.
JMU is now 11-1, 2~ in the CAA.

Bu~kclbJII :

Men·~ Bu~kclball .

GMU
7:30p.m. Ul American
2 p.m.
Men's Gymn,I\IIC~:
Men's Gymnu~lic.,·
'
Ill We\1 Poinlln\1 7 r m Ul WeM Poinlln~l. 7 p.m.
Y\.

w~,llln'

al Arncncan

Swimmmg:

I p.m vs

W~t

VirrJnla I p.m.

Mc:n·~ Tro~d. & fordd :
ill Vir~rnra Tech

Women·, Tr.u:k & ' ·reid
Ill Bucknell In' ll.lllonal

Sun. 1/12

H

l

I

I

·I
I

r-~-----------------------------------------------------,

Attention
Sports Writers

The Breeze sports section is
~olding a meeting for ,all staff
and contributing writers and
anyone interested in writing for
Breeze sports Monday, Jan. 13 at
4 p.m. The meeting will be held
in The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. Anyone who cannot
attend the meeting should call
Scott or John at x6709.

..

._..
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Gamt of tht Wttk:

JMU at
American. Jan. 11, 2 p.m., Bender Arena.
Outlook: The Dukes head north to
face one Of the CAA's worst after facing
one of the best in VCU last night. The
Eagles are · the basement of the
conference, alter losing four straight.
Junioc guard Nile Smith is off to a good
start. av~ 16.6 pcints and three 3polnters per outing. Smith has had a
tough time in American's CAA games,
thou~ . Senior TbOinu Treadwell is
amor\g the lea~ ~eiders in scoring and
shot blocktng, l.iKl he has turned h.is
~up in conrerence play.

MEN'S

Center.

Outlook: JMU hosts one of the other

Standlna .., of TQf:idax

Mal

tAA Omll

Eas& Caroliaa

Old Oominioft

vcu

Richmond
UNC-Wtlmingcon
Wilham and Mary
Gc:orge Masoa
J-.es Madlloe
Amaic:an

Sl.l:ak
Won5
Won3
Won I
l..o!.l I
Won I
Won I

I~ 2

3-0
1-0
1-0
I I
1· 1
1· 1
1-2
0..1
()..)

1().3

ss

4-5

6-11
• 6
75
6-4
l -9

lh..t I

Lost l
l.ol.t4

Dukes Notes:

Srorinz

Ge

Pb.

Au.

BREAK-OUTPLAY: 1l\e Dukes went 42 over the wiJar holiday break, upping
their record to 6-4. Despite an empty
house, JMU won its four hOme games,
going 0-2 on the road. JMU dropped its
CAA opener to Colfege of Wilfiam &:
Mary, 6U1, after going ahead 17~ at the
start of the game

I. Nate J....uaky, GMU
2. Odell HorJtoe, ODU
J. Cbaa.j 1Mwan1. JMU
4. Nllhan Smith, AU
s. Palriclt Lee. vcu
6. Ric:t Edwards. UR

12
13
10
12
10
9

265
232
171
199
159

22 I
17.8
l7.l
16.6
15.9
14 8

Beboonctiiw
I Eric: Poole. UR
2. Odell Hodge, ODU
4 George JUdd, GMU
3 S~ .\niOid. W&.M
S. IUphael Edwanb, ECU
6. Rick Edwards. UR

Ge

Assists

Ge M2. Au.

I. Brion Dunlop, OOU
2. Oltlo~ Cucco. UR
3 Shennan Hamthon. VctJ
4. Con~l Scoct. GMU
5. Lamont Fr.anklin. UNCW
6 Patriclt l..ce. VCU

I~

1,000 AND COUNTINC: Last night's
game with Virginia Commonwealth was
head coach Lefty Driesell's l,(XX)th as a
head coach. It was his 252nd game at
JMU. He's one of 13 coaches and four
acbve coaches to have reached the 11(XX).
game milestone. Oriescll had 673 career
victories under his belt before the VCU
game last night
QUOTABLE: HWe'd be 3-2 nght now if
we'd have made our free throws, maybe
more th..m that." OricseU

9
13
12
10
12
9

IJ3

No,
84
110
100
81
94
~

9
I0
12
14
10

teams vying for second place in the
CAA, as the Patriots of George Mason
come to town. GMU is coming off an
upset of No. 10 AubW'n University,
which it beat 58-SS in overtime of the
Central Florida Tournament final. The
Patriots are led by Kri1ta jay and
~Alexander, two of the top five
scorers in the conference. Jay is one of
the CAA's top three--point shooters. The
Dukes swept three meetings with the
Patriots last season. including their CAA

tournament matticup.
Dukes Notes:

A&
9.3
8.5
8.3
8I
7.8
77

74
47
51
51!
43

5.1
5.2
S.l

30

30

48

3. 1

CAA Player of the Week
Sophomore guard Mike Byers, ODU

FAST START: 'The Dukes are off to one
of their best starts in school tustory They
~to the weekend 11-1, wtth their only
coming on the road to Wake Forest
Universitz. JMU got off to a 14-1 start to
the 19frl- 88 season. Before the loss to the
Demon Deacons, JMU was 7~, the best
ever start for a Shelja Moorman-ooached
team
MILESTONE GAME: JMU's next win
in the confere.nc2 wtll be jts 150th CAA
win. JMU has been co7e1tn~ in the
CAA for 14 seasons, an has 5 more
wins than any other member.

ROCKETING RIUNCER: Seruor pomt
guard Holly ~er needs 60 points to
rris mto first place on
move past Alisa
the career scoring list

. .ll.tl

---------r------: $§nd~· : $Jrd~
nleiiium

I

•

cheese

I

I

___,.

u...urum

Large Pepporoni

1 or 2topping

i
$~~ :
~--------~-------1----No--i

1
I

I

t:uge

$ r;heese

large

: $1or 2lopping

I

3 lopping ptzzas

: · 8{)() : 900 :

:

w mcluded

I :
I

~16

2 1ugc

I

w included

I

tax tncludcd •

.
*
*

1

*

FREE
Ranch
Drinks 25¢
with
every
order.
WE DELIVER THE BEST DEAL
WHEN YOU CALL

llam-12H~~rs~ed:days
I lam - lam Pri.- Sat

L

'_':..'

- ~"
--~.;;r'll"-~····

433-0606

.....
,-.- ...
.. ~

vcu

Rtchmood
Ea_,t Carolina
Amcric:ln
UNC-Wtlmmgton
Wtlham and Mary

CAA Q:cmll
2-0
2-0

12- 1

SJD:U
Won II

11 -1

Won4

1-0

8-l
7-4
7s
5·6
6-4
1·5
3·6

WonJ
Lo-'1 I
Won I
l.Q<.t I
Wun 2

II
I I
1· 1
~I

().2

0.2

LAN 2
l.Q<.I4

G~
12
II
II
12
II
12

Pts,

Av&e

I. C. Mxholng~ OOU
2. Ju'IUne All pre". ECU
l . K. Alex.andcr. OMU
4. M~ehclle Aonn. UR
.S Kn-.1a JiJy. GMU
6. Nyrec Robcns. ODU

220
192
178
189
167
176

18J
11.5
16 2
158
15.2
1-l 7

l . Sanh Sdlftib, JMU
2. M:uy Khm.1. AU
3. uuoy:a Sm.1ll. ODU
4. Mery Andl"ldc. ODU
5 Chri-.cy G;unbtl. UNCW
6 Tat~ Thoma.,, GMU

12

107

10
12
10
12
II

84
97

Assls1s
I. PatriCHI Pentchetro, ODU
2. Kmie A11ery1. W&M
J. Holly RDinJer, JMU
4 Enn Currnn, UR
S So~ruh Tr:~yer.. VCU
6 Mcry Andro~dc. ODU

Srodo&

&.9

80

84
KI
Ito

81

1.-1

GP

No.

AVJ:,

12
9
11
12

93

53

7.6
59
5.8
5I
5.0
4'

89

q

I!

64
61
4"i
51

7.4

CAA Player of the Week

Junior guard Chevettc Wall~r, VC U

...

=~&1~
·-...................I

(;ETT.-\ (;\TTl'S F.\STFE.-\ST BtfFET

---------~-------~---------

Fast, Free Delivery

Womm
Old Donun100
James Madison
George Mil'iO!l

In Walking Distance
from JMU- past Hardees in the
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

I

1

$14

: 2 medium

Stand in~ as of ToeSclax

STUDENTS NIGHT
Wednesday Night Dollar Off
Buffet and 2 Free Tokens with student
I. D.

The Best Pizza In Town

1
1

I~N~J~~~D

Game of the Week: George MilSOn
at JMU, Jan. 10, 7:30 p m , Convocation

I

.

2Wide Screen T.V.'s & VCR
(come catch all the games)
100 Person Private Party Room
for your studentorganization reservations)

Hours

I lam- 12 mid Weekdays
I lam - lam Fri. - Sat.

433-0606

I

-

-~·;·.r~

-
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Grill

J.M.'s

• Walking distance to campus
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units
• Reason~le Rates

• FurniShed or Unfurnished Units
• AmpleP~I~

• Free Water
• Microwave

•washer& Dryer
• Dishwasher

• lndMdual Leases

APPETIZERS
BUFFALO WINGS (Hat, Mild, or BBQ) 10 Wings· $3.25
20 Wings, $5.50
MOZZARELLA STICKS (Marinara for dipping)· $3.95
MUSHROOMS (With ranch dre~ing for dipping)· $3.45
STUFFED JALAPENOS· $4.95
(Jalapenos stuffed with Cheddar cheese, served w1th fresh salsa)
ONION RINGS, $3.45
mu.stard for dipping)· $3.95
CHICKEN FINGERS (With
fnes &Nacho cheese)
CHEESE FRIES (A sloppy fea
• $2.95
NACHOS (Ch1ps wtth
SUPER NACHOS· $4.2
tomatoes, picante
(Chips with chili, N,;ar·ht:lf'•~'"''""'CP
sauce, sour cream &
SOFT PRETZEL-- .50
.
(Fresh baked
ly coated with salt. Spicy mwraftl
FRJES, $1
GRILL
BURGER, $3.95 WITH FRIES· $4.95
rger charbroiled over coals and cooked to your satisfaction
"~"""•a• seasonings.
EDDIE'S STEAK & CHEESE, $3.95
Thinly shced choice choice steak, mixed green & red peppers, onions &
, ....n""'"'
cheese on a sub roll.
& CHEDDAR, $3.95
L..cu,ucc. tomato, grilled onion, 1000 Island dressing.
~,,~........ AJEGQ. $3.95
ulVls1rrr cheese, grilled ontons & mushrooms, hot
& vinegar. Super HOT sauce on request!
$4.25
onions on a sub roll tOPilCd"''wirh
Caesar dressing &
DWlCH- $3.95
on a bun
I

Check Us Out!!

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!

11

.

Only 60 days until

SPRING BREAK!
Are you ready to

wear a

BATillNG SUIT?
r-------------------------(cut here)

" ". .

(cut here)

iETEBJ BODII~ GIM!
:
:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

are

44 Miller Circle
•
(Tum at Wendy's on South Main)

574--AGYM
$20 OFF a 2 semester membership
or
$79 for a 1 semester membership
(Hurry! The deadline is Jan. 15th!)

--------------------------(cut here)

(cut here)

I,

s

th

MIKE CHEKA ,
~. . ,.....e before 12 get in for $1.
Call for Nightly Specials

433--8537
Delivery Hours:
Sunday,Monday: llam to l am
Tuesday,Wednesday: llam to 2am
Thursday,Saturday: llam to 3am
~v~u 2, 5 pm Mondays and Tuesdays)

i

j

i

:'
I

c 0 MIc s

t------T•H•E•B•R•E•E•Z•E-•T•
hu•r•
sd.ay
•,•Ja•n•.•9·. .' :.
97_ 2_9

Stitc:_hface & Sock \Bob & Marty._z
__

..

HSY, 5TIT'-I-IFAC.E,
Do Yov ~vER FElEL LJI<E
POiCIIJ6
YDV IJJ TH~ S'(E 1 AS IF=

LJFE J$ JV>r

- .
;-

Here On Planet Earth\Scon Trobaugh

1. ~~~ '(OU> ~!D~
" ~ WfiA'TE'~ Yru'F& *'~"
-ro ~[) ~ 1Je AJID
'{er!

QSt~~Atl>, ~W M~-r
~

AAVC

1'oV.aJbs Of" ·nus

-:r:

~eJ ~~

•v;A lobW" Wtffi

A~
fT /

S{Vff'f_l/

'W ,S{l.J.Y 1fiTrY I w.~ IT."
see --rnts ~ "9\~L.

-:t:

MAl>E t

I

-

-

---~- -
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Automat•~ ServiCtS

Pick up checks:
Mon., Jan. 20 9 am - 4 pm
Tues., Jan 21 9 am- 4 pm
Taylor 307

Drop off books for sale:
Thurs., Jan. 9 9 am- 4 pm
Fri., Jan. 10
9 am- 2 pm

performed b1
ProfeutOnal MechaniCS'

LoogMi

,._t_ _ , . ., ,. . .

Fuel Saving

tfA .ww.,s;. . .

Purchase Books.
Early Purchase:
Sat., Jan. 11
Sun., Jan 12
,Jan. 13

.

10 am- 2 pm
12 pm- 5 pm
10am-4pm

Tay. 405
Tay .405
Tay. 405

Questions??? Call Toni Wormley at 574-0591
----------------------------~----~

Breeze
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Just in case
you decide to buy
·the books
this sem.ester.

Advertising.

It

..

•

-

--

I

It's everyWhere
you want to be.•

..

o

.,•

• For more irifartnation
on advertising in The
Breeze, please call
~

568,6127.
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Assume Nothing\Amk Regan

Assume Nothing\Amie Regan

.
.• :1s there a. fltis5 CI
~~.

0\1-t -ther~..,

'tf'Q.Ve\ ~i

Let's
u.>orld...

\n "''I m<>.jic.o.l
.:r ,·r1.9' e
OlY bells J •• YooR El:f

fl-!ll'l~~~~ s\e,~h ~!

-

PAPERMAKZ.V& lOI - vJA.IT Fo~ THE
.5'1LL.ABUS !

If\/ HIS INNOCENCE, .SIUVTA P~C~ED
'WWW. HO HO HO. COM' FO~ HIS RDDRESS

'

Due to overwt:lelming

reader
resoonse TheBreeze
I

weekly crossword has
returned. See page 33 of
today·s issue fo[ the Tribune
Media Service~ crrosswora
Puzzle. The
crossword will run

weekly starting MOnday
January 13.

I

Thinking about designing
graphics or running your own
cartoon strip for The Breeze?
Then call 568-6127 and ask for
Emily Childress or drop off
samples of your work to The
Breeze, located in the basement
of Anthony Seeger.
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The Comnlons & South View
Apartments
tueU- :;:.. CAN t'IJ/LY
7J.IfN1( tJF CJIVC 7l/JA,f5,1
FU~AII7UI<e .,,

-

-

~~

All The Apartments At South View &
The Commons Are Fully Furnished.
•

Each furnished Luxury
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
4 Bedroom 2 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:
• Double Beds in each bedroom
,. • Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
.~ • Bus Service

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
and by appointment
869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

Stop by
The Commons
, Rental Office,
or Cali432-0600.,
or have your
parents
call us toll free at
1 -800-JMU-8761
and make a
move to I~:~.L1ry!

THE BREEZE Thursday, jan. 9. 1997

33

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Breton and Hom
8 to.lng pol(er

hand?

39 Zod.acal sign

40 Shrup
41 "'Fountainhead"

10 Monster

14 Perennlalllower
111 Soaring
20 BritiSh compo.er
21 AeveaRng picture
22 ANile rock

23 Ae: Mteroscopic

2ef::':rade
21 Outcome

28 Yard ttructure

28 Uke rich cake

30 SurrOUf'ICMd
31 Gab
32 Maaon't Gardner
33 Ae: Interplanetary
strife

35 Re: Manhellan In
the yaar 2022

author

42
43
46
47

Donahue
Sports expert
Notsy outbur5t
Pear
48 Unke hazard

49 Repulsive person

51 Wapiti
52 Garbage barge
54 Ridge of gravel
se Top-notcn
57 Benefit

58 At:
Schwarzeneggefa
trip to Mara
81 T exttle dealer, In
England

66 Re: Vtrtual r. .flty

68 Fermenta
70 Paler

71 TenochiiUan
den12en
73 Snakes
7<4 Htatus

n

Meager

78 Cal. abbr.
78 long-ear~
lagomorph
81 Asphalt
82 Catch rays?
83 Brick baker
84 Nerve
85 "The Deer Park•
author
8 7 Upper crust
89 Ra: Spielberg's

sanctuary

83 Perch

91 Re: Jungle

65 Attlsts' stands

allen

114 Some

palnttngs
95 Throb

96 Negligent
97 Queen of
Carthage
98 Kirghlt range

99 Inclined
102 Short not tees
103 Re: Simian

mastery
107 Free-for·all
108 General
quthty
109 Dtsheen
110 Musical

Instrument
111 Double·rippers
112 Thunderatruck
113 College on the
Themea
11<4 Senior

-.

DOWN

1 Beatro
2 Poet Seeger
3 Ouck'l milieu
4 Newt, once
5 Caches
6 Inventor's

grant
7 Sahatan
8 Buainea
letterhead abbr.

II Honot
10 Most abundant
element
11 Poet Thomu

12 Tabloid

25 Gave the comehither look
30 Sptnker, e.g.
31 Tip-oft
•
32 Notable limes
33 Aridwute •
3<4 FtR head oier

heels?
35Nobody'sfool
3fl Spoken
37 Inner core
38 Surly utterance

42 Pulchntudlnous
•3 Bike power
44 Projectionist's

unrts

13 Hunlcane center

14 RHCh for
15 Termeganta
18Suban:tlc

av.rgrten fof..t
17 Rice or Fucld
18 Marah gtaaaea
24 Glisten

45 Ring gem
47Tueket'l
48 Boxing wine
49 Wav. parts
50 Spnntt
52 Hush-hush subject
53 Mirth

55 Fan the flames
56 Hold firmly'

57 Bear
58 Ute a polar cap
60 Charter
81 Constellation

62 ·-Frome"
64 Certain books:
abbr.
88Eatnothlng
67 Transporter

88 Accomplish

87 Prepared for pnnt
88 Sweethearts

89 Becamea
member
90 Imperial Valley's

-See
91 Senlora'

last

dances
92 InsurrectioniSt

93Zola

69 NoblatiUea
72 Rich cake
74 Festive

97 Jutlander

occatlon
75 Declare

99 A. like as two

76 Job benefit

78 Joslp Bro1 •

98 Continental

rrafix

peal in-·

100 Btulllan soccer

~~r

80 Woelamel

101

81 Calumet
83 Seta of artlclee
84 Instruction book

103 Sch. gp.
10<4 Depressed

85 0.T. book

105

Feedbag bit

108 Feel poorly

2061·FEvelyn Byrd Ave (Behmd Valle) Mall)
Haniso!IOOrg • (103) 432·3699

Tile Arta'c
IDTfMtl

1/19197
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People are talking about Bell Atlantic

IESTVal•e~

BfST Nlgla~Ufe

·•f fint h.rrl11b.Mt Btl/ A1l11ntu fmn "'1 ~ltt.t's C11rwr Cm1w, I
fi111ttltlx rotnpalf) kawu 11 offmJ • 1ht frwtl.m 11ntl •lhthly I .
tOIIItln't gd •"Yuhm Ju.

Your Line-Up For Fun

Baa•

B01h tlx Uthnol1fiul frJtJJtmJ a•tl 1ht ptoplt 111 Btl/ A1lanltt nall1
mt-antl sltll Jo. l 'tn ltanung • lot notry tilly, aflti they
p/11(t 11 JII'Ong t111pl»w "' tonlmMtiMJ lrauung anti t/ttfllwtng l'w
tJ1'Ctally happy ruth tht uchnl(a/ Dt./IOJIIrr I'm gtlltlfg, as u.tll JJ
h.JntiJ-on tX/Jtrmt« wtth allthlnntrll progra.u.
apf~t4lttlto

Night featuriag

Puddle Duck

AI Btl/ Atlllflll(, 16111/UWi iJ really tm!JMia1ff. l!r'f!ry4t~ tl4u htr or
htr f'an to 111pport ollt anothtr. tlfttl thtrr'r~tlwayl so~nt th6-t 111
•nsutr "') f{lltlllonJ The thin~ing is, the morr )Oil aJ~. tht bmtr 11
nfor tht uam. ..

11/tU Kllrt/1.•
CJit(l r{ \Jitllw• 6 Mary,

CIAti r/ '96

*

*

*

If you~ a htghly-motivatcd, succl"s-oncntcd indtvidw.l completing a degree tn Computer
Scrcncc or related area, we have challeng~ 1n such dtversc areas as:
•
•
•
•

Client/Server Systems
Ob,ccr-Oru:mcd Ocs1gn and L.angu.a&es
Open Systems Arch•tcccure
Advanced Software Engtneenn~t Tools

Our abtltty ro 111vact and I'CCllll rop cc:chniaa1 calcnr is the <frivin8 ~ behind our h.ig~c
a:ams We olkr compctirivto s:abrics, and our bcndia packa~:c is 10 the lop I 0" 10 the c0011uy
accordlllg ro M-y M.ag.nJIIlt Plel.sc JCnd your taWnC to. 8cD Adandc:, 13100 Columbia Pike,
RoomB-Z.7,SIIYer Spring, MD 20904, Aan. GN/JM. &mail:~

For an upchre on othCf' aYaJiilble posl(lons, call our JOB LINE ac: l-800-WORK-4-BA
Bell Adanuc ts an Mfirmauve Acdon/Equal Opponunrty Employer.
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S BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. g:oo a.m.-10:00 p.m. 4g4-gs09

Do you have ,
a story for
The Breeze?

.
•

•

j

'

.. .like these James· Madison University Seniors
who joined our office for the 1996 Summer Intern Program:

Call x 6127
and give us
the scoop!

f'!:

. -J '

uj

.

Jim Sexton
Caren Soloni.on
Jordan Stewart

Matt Thornett

·-1'1
-l
I

~'j
d

An intern.sh1p with Arthur Andersen will give you an opportunity to learn more about public accounting,
financial consulting, and our finn. You will have the opportunity to work side by side with our staff who are
continually practicing what you arc learning in the classroom. Below are some facts about the program.
OPPOIU UNJTI£ Sand QUAUFICATlONS:
The work you do as an intern will be similar to that of a new staff person with the firm Therefore, we look for
the same qualities in an intern candidate as we do in a full-time professional: qualities such as demonstrated
academic ability, leadership potential, and maturity. Our interns are placed in client situations with responsible
assignments right away, making these qualities very important.
We offer intern positions to both undergraduate and graduate students. If you arc a bachelors candidate, it is
preferable that you have finished your junior year before the internship begins. You should be working toward
completing an accounting degree.
NA1 UREOFASSIGNMENTS:

As a group, you will go through several days of orientation and training which will prepare you for your first
assignment.
Your internship will include a number of assignments that will introduce you to various industries and
companies of different sizes. Each engagemeAt will give you the opportunity to meet and work with different
people of all levels at Arthur Andersen.
We will be on ~ampus February 13, 1997 interviewing Juniors punuing a Bachelors degree in Accounting
or Seniors pursuing a Masters degree in Accounting. Please submit a Background Information Sheet &
Resume as soon as pos..ible to:
Arthur Andersen
1666 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
Attn: Recruiting Defartment, Room 285-JMU

A~THUR

n.r\IDERSEN
Washington Metro Offices
Baltimote • Wa~hington, D.C. • Tysons • Richmond

CLASSIFIEDS
'97-'98 ttous~nc
Pttoerill Enterprisea

FOR RENT
URIYef'lttJ ,.... - I ., 4 ...
-.•. Furnished or unfurnished.
Apple Ae81 Estate Inc. (540) 43~
9578.

FOR SALE

2 Of 4 bedroom apartment.
Herdwood floors a. flreplece .
South HtCh St.

lelzelf cera fro• 1171 Porsches, Cedlllaca, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes . Also Jeeps,
4WOs. Your area . Toll free,
(800)898-9778, e•t . A-3727 tor
cunent ~~~~s.

2 ot 3 bedroom townhouse on
lhf1y Sl. CJo.e to C.npus,
1. 2 Of 3 bedroom acwwtment
dedi hOuM. Mason St.

A....._ AI......_

StUOyi~

ebroed In Fell 1997. Heve
IMiilallle 2 rente~ uruts for ~

1997. ell* 434-78!5e.
~~~Met ·

11\118

F.....,

immedllte~ to

IOfJeOUS 2bdtm/2blnh apt

~son Menot. $250/mo lhru

Au& 15.

You &et master bedroom.
Pets condrtJOnll. Cell Kin
g636 ...... I'\'IUSIIII.

-.32.

F..., _.,.._.. 1 8R Ill 7BR
houae, 1

min

to

ToMitla111 . . . .. 38R, WD, MW,
PfiV41lt deck. qust $700. 432·
6993
...._. ,..., ...,. furniShed Apt
near campus. Rent NEGOTIASL£.
43~7609.

~or

St. 432-6799 fut&e..,ICa.net

5 ot 8 bedroom house.
Two kitcher)s Old South Ht&h St.

Gr11t Price• New Hondas.
Harrtsonburc Honda on the Net.

3 bedroom towrlhouse
Devon Lane, A/C, 0/W. &as heal

htlp://homo.nc:a.na(/chuckwollilmt.
Cort Preo111011 •••• • S150,

1 ot 3 llfle bedroom ep.anment
on Frenkhn St.

Fender Cab/Amp 1300. Cell Mlt1c

Unr.t@t'Slty Place lumlshed
4 bedroom, 2 beth, w/0.
0/W. A/C. Jooe or Ale lease.
to choose from ,

Full llu Mettro11, bouprmc.
frame. Call 432-0815 $190 080
432.()815.

x4917.

nne

c.ll An,tlme 43.2.3171

c:1mpua.

S200/mo 574-2243, tor sprma
MmeStet.

H••••••""'
....,....
Extracts.
kits. 52 E Market
etc.

HELP WANTED

UOO to jiWIOft wtlo $iiN or tum
subleeseel
lookln& for
PfQf...IOI\al or &rad to sublet my
room In two-room apartment. Woll
llW )'OU my 12•peed btke, less
then 1 mile rrom JMU w;o. A/C.
Quiet nel&hborhOod. Oavod 43~

1 ,000. POSII.Ll RIADINQ
ltOOtll. Part·Time. At Home. Toll
Free 14100·218-9000 Eat R-3727
forllsti,..
POOL MANAGERS • Northern
Vlr&inla
area,
summer
employment, excellent pay, lar&e
community
pools.
stron&
manaaeroal support. please call
(703)323 9334 tor tnformatiOn.

3990.
O~to

.............. 4bf. 2 bath condO.
top
new wiSher/dtyer. new

noor.

pelnt. p11vetely meneaed, 10
month tease, $220. Call Grea.
433·6907 or the owner at
(751)481-0162.

. . . . . . ~~ · Male
or female needed to til l one
turn11hed bedroom for Sprln&
semester, Call Enca at 432.()()62
"••• New••• A ve • Grad
student of faculty rent $2 35,
574-4328
" - • a t e ~tnlllolll to move 1n
immedlltelyl
Share Ashby
Crossin& apartment wllh three
(emales. No smoktna or pets.
Catl 584 281 6.

10 MINUTE WALK
5BRAPB
S Main St

Mllroo• ava~leble 1n
spac1ous townhouse. Three
lnendly temaae roommates . S225
pet monlh. Short • <Ilk to c.npus
and on bus route. can 4348843
or Gm&er 703-369-7821, please
call soon!

$1,000. POu..l TY'NMl. Part
Time. At 11ome. Ton Free 1-80021&9000 Eat T·3727 tor lostres.

c--..

CntiC Smith
~3509

IIOMO pp

tM

at (TOI)Ma-MIL

HF
• Plan now or thrs
semester. Motivated aroups
needed to ~.-n $500+ promot~
AT a. T. Discover,
and retail
can:ts Since 1969, we·ve helped
thousands of aroups tiiiSe the
money the~ need. Cell Gina at
(800)592-2121 d10 free CO to
qualofiiiCI '*lltrs

au

WANTED
ADOPTION: Iovin& childless ,

Owlltlln couple wllh to adOpl an
mfant or~ child. Wofton& to PlY
lecat/medrc:at eJq)erllel. Catl IWI
& Karen 1..S00.25H601.

.......... iM Ml't 11M It? Sl8tt
your own Fratemic,l Zeta Beta Tau
Is looklfll ror men and women to
start a new chapter. If you are
interested In ac.demoe auc:cess. a
chance to network and an
opi)O(l.unlty to maM friends In 8
noo pled&ln& Brotherhood •mill
lbt•zbtnatronal.or& or call Chad
Hlbetl at ~733.

....._ twe ala...mll leases for
Fal11997. Cell Jttn 434 7856.
.,..... , _ weltlde to lhe Chanty

Lookl•l for Jobs?
Bypass
classified and employment
eaenc1es
Go rl&ht to the
employers that may need your
services. Call (540)856 8410
and press 9 for a recorded

mtiSICI.
MaMy tDr Colete. post lfllduate.
vocatlOOII tfli.ntnc We can loc8te
sources. Cell 5-4o.85&8410 enc1
prus 8 tor recorded mess-ce.

SPRING BREAK

.,....................
hrtyCrut.el

....,

~,.....,u.,,.,

........ alltJ .....C.W

1.-,..,.....

AAAJ

......... .

c:..c......-. .......111

7/ ,.,_ ••uiiAowt. Oelr Free
........... eow.r ......... .

..... eu3-1041.

SS$ Excellent Pay • F'lta1ble
hours, call 434 8824 ask for

Harold

lltt« Wanted : 35·30 p m, M F.
for 4.yr old gur. my house. 4133
3087 alter 5 30prn

If you're interested in
writing, photography or
graphic design. ..
I
I

You're invited to an
organizational meeting today
at 5 p.m. for The Breeze in
Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 12.
J

Snow date: Thursday, Jan. 16

I

A.irlopotlolt::ee-.u.l ProfossiOnll
mamed couple has lovrnc home.
IOC\.Ire life waiUn& for )'OUr ~•
Call Cluls/ lenell 1· 100·127·
4e1t. Your 11ft, our treasure
let's help each other. ~ -

am~

~7007

Canc:ars a

SpftfiC lfMk

s,ecMtsl

7 NW* Nt. Hotel ftom $42tl
.... $1.50 Oft foolll, clrtftkl • ,..

lowelt

Prices!

~ .
~7M3M

Imprinted

sponwear, promotlonalltems. etc.
Campu1 Cuatom "esourcea
Utlltd. 433-3734 or ccr•~ea net
AtteMion AI Students Ill Grants.
Scholarships, Aid evetlable from
spoosorslll No repayments. e't'efl
US Cash for Colleae US. For
Info: 1-80Q.24~2435

Now

Sprln& Breall. Leisure Tours aha

packages to Soulh Padre. Canc:un,
Jamaica and Florida
8203.

........

800·838-

'97

. . . . . . ~I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .121

7/ ..._... •u It • t, Oily Free
....................111

O,...D1111 ....m .....
s . - r ... s.aoo-ZM-'1001

ot AI St.:y, .......

a DIMPle

..D-Oai

.,.._... ...u« 't1

It's Ho~M~nll
Wake and bake.... 1n the hottest
destJnatlons-frH pertlesll F11a,Ms
from RIChmond, Or&anlze &roup
and travel treel lowest Prtce
Guarantee. FR; $99,
Free rnfo. 1·800·426· 7710.
. -.sunsplashtCM.n.corn

"'*"

IINIIId
PMaiMCttyl

Rodda

Room wftllldtcMn, '*"bin
$1191

Dayt~t

locMioft
$Uti Aonlla'a New Notapot.
Cocoa ludl Hilton tilt
~et.com

1-eoo.81U388

,- .

PERSONALS
c•--wa-..~

lid

In

The Bl'Mze, please come
to The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony·
SeegerHall, weekdays
from Sa.m.·S p.m
Classified ads cost $2 50
for the first ten words.
and $2.00 for each
additiOnal ten words.

A.-c ltloM ....... ft....._ tor

SGA ott campus senators and
representatives PICk up rn SGA
offiCe, Taylor 234 and reiUm by 5
p m , Monday. January 13th .
Q.uestlons??? Call the SGA offrc:e
8t~376

Subsertptlons to The 8I'Hle
are avallablel
For only $30 ror t.turd class
ma11.
or S7S ror first class m811.
you can rece1ve e full year of

The

•
,

,.,U.I
1.U% ~ ..............

SERVICES

• • •ao ~ o.y. &..ftl

IS the time tQ &uartantee the
lowest rates end best hotela tor

To place a

• ..,.127'tf
lnctudee ......................1
Greet beacNo a ....,....I

• ....... c.. .. hrta ·1·1171

are Interested. Call 5641 0095
between 5p.m.·10p.m . Sunday·
Thursday and ask tor Frank.

Greet Houees, duplexes and
apartments sttll ava1labte. Photos,
descriptions and prices of the
properties. Cllec:k our
wobsrte
http //members .aot com/JITIUrentlis

..................
~

Clarltor~tos

"'aces. Paid tralnon& tor lhose wt1o

.__,.ft......_·

1
S210/mo plus
ut1l1t1es, 1 block from cempus
across from the hospotal 54D-432·
6653.

.........a am.tttee, ..-.ot
........
~of tiMIIciiiC

JZA Development Is recrunln&
br!&ht. ambrtlous self startens for
our 1997 Entrepreneurlll
Menaaement Tr8lntn& Proaram
StUdents selected lor the proaram
trill aet e~ 1n aclllertiSII"'I.
martlellf'C. eccount~ enc1 human
reaource mane&ement . PleaH
call tor ITI()(e InformatiOn and an
application. 1 800 658 ·38•H
E.ct 172

.....,DIIma
._T
...
or cal..,....._ a Tnld

Attlfttion Stlrdlnt. IS the holiday
season over but the bolls are sun
c:om.n& on? Our otfrc:e 11 look1nc
for 5 enlhr.slastoc and motJ~ated
1nd1V1duals who want to ~~~rnrk 24
hours a week and earn full hme

$110 ........ 1 8R 8VIIIable end 2
8R apt Female RM JM . . . Avad
immed. call 432.()815

....._,.,....,the

For ..... lllformatJoll -

Found8bon. T1111 Deductible ett.11ty
FoundatiOn, Inc. 540-432-6653

•ow "'''•• •
cooks.servers. sophomores, &
)uniOfl, must be av81lable to work
lunch sMts lllld duronc summer.

. . . 291. 293
It . Will
be ava~lable June 1st 1Q97 .
please C1114J3.6047.

..... ,.,... Sumlllef llftonlllllp •

member Your h<Mn. ext 3068.

Clea~tllll Perae• • for tecult~

717 Walut L8fte • 2 BR apt
av8lleble Feb 15. or Man:h 1. 1
1/2 blockS trorn JMU W!lh washer
dr)er, no utilities. 6 mo. 9mo.1yr
leaae available. $500 /mo call
434-7374 and ask lor Jenn1fer.

HOC
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............................. .

~

B~.

,...

Please send

your name. address & money

to:

The BIND

Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

..

is hiring an assistant opinion
editor to begin immediately
and work until March 31.
Training will be provided for this paid
position. Experience is helpful but not
1

necessa~.

Submit cover letter, resume and clips to
editor, The Breeze, in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall by 5 p.m.
Frida~ JaiL I7e

•
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22 Terri Drive

31Miller Circle

Port RCI /Park View

JMU/ S. Main

433-3111

433-2300

•

•

•

I

11

I

TWO 11 Super 1 MIDIUM Double Chcescybread
:
Subs
: with your choice of Dipping Sauce

1

I

I

1

-

I

I

PANIC

I

MIDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA 1

: & 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks:
I

!+1~~~~
~·
~~~y~
~·
.,~~UY
~
~
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9

